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Finance Minister Hugh Curtis 
Monday endorsed a trial period for 
a hovermarine commuter link be­
tween Sidney and the Gulf Islands 
starting Aug. 1. The service had his 
“full support’’ on a trial basis, he 
told a press conference at Ganges, 
and said the government was 
pleased Seaspeed Transport Canada 
Ltd. was showing an interest in a 
transportation network in B.C.
A trait period of two rrionths will 
establish if the service meets the 
needs of islanders, Curtis said, 
adding the service will augment, not 
replace, regular ferries.
The provincial government is 
involved financially and will enter 
into charter arrangements with the 
province underwriting some costs, 
but Curtis said there was “no 
requirement for the government to 
enter into capital costs.” /
Seaspeed will contractwith B.C. 
Ferries but arrangements haye not 
yet been finalisedy he said. Curtis 
■^pointed out the fare for the service
must be sufficiently attractive to 
compete with other forms of trans­
portation.
Seaspeed’s higlispeed hover- 
marine link between downtown 
Vancouver and Nanaimo — also 
due to start in August —^ will cost 
$20 for the 70-minute run.
The provincial government was 
approached in March with the 
proposal and at that time Curtis said 
it was assumed the arrival point here 
wwould be Swartz Bay. But that was 
a “mind set”, he e.xplained. 
Islanders argued they shopped and 
did business in Sidney and “clearly, 
Sidney is the appropriate place of 
arrival.”
Media representatives ac­
companied Curtis, Seaspeed of­
ficials, Mayor Norma Sealey and 
chamber representatives on a trial 
run to Port Washington and Ganges 
Monday morning in the hover- 
marine, a surface-effect-ship (SES) 
or sidewall-type craft whichy 
maintains contact; with the water in
contrast to amphibious hovercraft 
which has no contact with the 
ground or water.
The hovermarine uses a cushion 
of air to lift the main body of the 
vessel above the Water; the air is 
sealed under the vessel by rigid 
sidewalls which run the length of the 
craft and by flexible skirts at the 
bow and stern. The Catamaran-type 
sidewalls which remain in contact 
with the water provide the vessel
N.qqhiSadhidvyoters oh Satur^ Dean Park subdivision Wheif^^^^;
propulsion system.
Curtis said the noise was minimal 
and the “relative silence of the craft 
most impressive.”
Seaspeed spokesman John 
Norton said travelling time between 
the islands would be cut dovyn 
considerably from regular ferry 
times. However, the company was 
not interested in competing with 
B.Cv;Ferries but wished to augment 
the service so islandeWWave a faster 
mode of transportation, he said.
: Encouragement yby Gurtis wds ay
decisive factor: in the company’s 
decision to bring the hovermarine 
here, he added.
A repre.seniaiive from SaltSpring 
chamber of commerce told Norton 
the chamber felt the service had 
merit but felt runs should be 
scheduled to carry tourists. “It’s
defeated the Wain Road water line from the same reservoir was going important if you want to make the
for the second time. They voted 410 to the Bazan Bay area east of East service fly,” he said.
Saanich Road.
Sleek hovermarine crcifl leaves Sidney wharf for Port Washington and Ganges Monday. Bottom^ 
photo. Finance Minister Hugh Curtis joins Seaspeed Canada Ltd. officials aboard for trial run.
MiirraySliarratl riioto.i ;
to ' 323 against giving council 
authority to borrpw up to ? 
toWuild -the. the ,v
was 451 to 310.. . . . reservon
Wain Road was seldom referred built it to serve only'the iirst two ' .
to at a session of the utilities phases of the Dean Park
committee on Monday night, but development,
water problems in two other areas Council members were not sym- 
took up most of the meeting. pathetic, noting that originally Park
. In response to a seven-person Pacific was supposed to bear all the Review office will be-closed
delegation from Ardmore the costs of supplying water to the Friday in celebration of July 1,
committee voted to recommend to development. Camming said the Canada Day. For our July 6 edition,
council that a water supply line be reservoir was only 610 feet in deadline for display advertising is 4
laid from the 20-inch main to West elevation when full and was not Thursday; noon Monday for
Saanich Road near Dalkeith. , intended to service properties above classified and noon Saturday for
A letter regarding the water 390 feet, whereas McEachern’s editorial copy. - , .
^ ^ Parki on the other home was at 500 feet,
hand; produced a recommendation
■:By;Murray,Shitrratl'V',; ;v;-'
Arson'is suspected: in a fire at: ■ 
Parkland school 'June 30, which 
caused an estimated $23,000 damage 
and forced Uic evacuation of soma: 
700 people who were: attending 
awards ceremonies tiiarafternooh.:
North Saanich fire inspector Ed 
Banas told Tlic Peyiew numerous 
tests had been conducted to 
determine the cause of the fire and 
that' both' accidental and Jiatiiral
deliberately startcd. He praised the 
; quick 1 and aggressive actions of 
North Saanich volunteer firefighters 
in containing the blaze to a small 
j"'area,/, ''"j;
: The fires w started in the 
: school’s duplicating ,. room was 
accelerated by highly flammable 
duplicating; fluids and large 
quantities: of/paper stored in the: 
room helped fuel the fire.
‘phe ;iroom was rccchlly restocked
duplicating roont and tlie surround- / 
ing hallway. Maih and Icarhing : 
assistance rooms located beside the 
duplicatiiigj joom and ' science, 
biology and cliernistry labs; located 
across: the' hall suffered siTibkc 
damage.';'
; RCMP and fire inspectors arc still 
investigating a short alarm that 
sounded 20 minuics before the fire
that no more :water connections; be 
allowed at higher levels iii the 
dcyelppment until a water supply is 
'^assured/' ""..;;;; J;':;:'".'’r':.;'':;'
;N. Pavelic told the committee he 
thought wafer should be brought to; 
Ardmore at the cost of the whole 
municipalifyv and corhmiffee 
Chairman Jim Cutnming agreed with 
him.
Two years ago a study of the cost 
of serving Ardmore entirely at the 
{ expense of residents there indicated .
was report cd. Several teachers and a that piped water would cost each 
janitor, iii response jd the alarm, / household tnofe than $500 a year;
with'TS boxes of diiphcaiing paper
catises had been chminaicd as copying niachiheS, test paper/' y foutHl notfc liad been tripped,, ^
posivibilitics. designed for next year and some Brown said final exams had
School,principal 'hnn Biown imIu! school iccords wcio all destroyed in cotttimied as scheduled hut awards 
j he was appalled at the possibility the fire. ceremonies were postponed until
the fire tnighi have been Sevcie danuige was litnilcd to the ■ 9:30 a.nt. June .30,
By JOHN GREEN : : / western communities, and away AVindtuill Bntet'prises l.ld, was
I ess tbmf 5(1 Sannteb Peninsula front the peninsula,'at least uhtil lHe not represented cither, the com- J 
lentV turned out at Stelly’s year 2001, : '/v ^
school on Thursday evening for a;objectives is to resort hotel and liousihg eornplex in : 
public ntccting mn the revised conserve farmlaitd from urbait and ; iltc { Partridge Bills aiid; a; high
X’hpiial { Regioiv Idatf; :ahd;, nonb ; indiiBrial devclopincttl. Tite new { technology indnsfriai; park jcigit of
raised any basic oiqcction to tl. No plan has not yet been finally Tod Inlet. Both atcas are shnwn as
member of (.dthcp;Sidncy or a ngricultttral and rural, ,
Saanichcouiicil niteiidcdf^^^^^ - Jack Aniaiid, who wants Keating ; to a question, Snanich
q)o'piilaJfoii:'';gro\yth:::;'''as::;':pt;itclv;;;{as;;;:;:;;;;R'cseryc,:{yvasqtot'present,{The; plan: 
possible the as an urban zone. ' Ci'niS’l iiuiBl q t't;pa gc.;;A J;;
Cvtmming ;: argued ; ;ihat^; 6 
distribution lines should be paid for 
on it local improvement basis.
The earlier propsal involved 
laying a ;litaiif down 
Road from the north to serve the 
whole arBh 'IJih^^'n 
bf 1 tig n' 1 itic west:I'rqin tliejvifpoH to 
J;)alkcUh, iiitehdcd to supply the 
southern area of Ardmoie where 
there are problcnis with isalt Water in 
{titc wells.
Cumming said that if 57 residents 
jOnjthc squtliefn scetiph qf^A 
Drive cbhnectcd up, the coB would 
be only rtbotit $220 a year each,
The comrnittce approved a 
{inqlion by Major ,lay Rangel asking 
,lhc Ardmore delegation; to do a 
survey to find out how many would 
want to connect, and nsking the 
environmental advisory cditfinission 
to svirvey water qtinliiy and quantity 
in Ardmore.
{ The Dean Park situation was 
raised in ttv letter from /Mrs. {P. 
McEaclicrn; asking why; watering 
{{rcstrictionif had been applied only to
Mark Lymim with two trppltles fw ^vptitiFJBtdr^^^^^^
pdge 49} MiiirrayHIiurrall Plifiiq
''L' ^%t**'********'”**ir
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for ignoring his pleas to block off the access from the 
Travelbdge to James White Boulevard. Stanlake has 
repeatedly told council the access is used by cars exiting 
from the pub and poses danger for youngsters on James 
White.:^\'.
years and was concerned for the children. He had been 
ignored but council had a responsibility to the people of 
the town “and you do nothing.”
He was told a decision on the access was tied in with the 
department of highways and the Kipot development ad­
jacent to Trvelodge, but Stanlake wouldn’t buy that,
explaining that the couplet was a Capital Expenditure Pro­
gram which remains in force until a new program is adopt­
ed in the following year. Under the act Lang’s suggestion 
could not be adopted, she said.
Burdon commented it looked as if $180,000 surplus 
would be put into next year’s budget.
Council is still waiting to hear whether Finance Minister 
Hugh Curtis was “acting properly in accordance with his 
duties” when he announced the government’s share of 
funds for the couplet would be withheld until a plebiscite 
was held on the traffic plan in November.
The provincial ombudsman is investigating and Sealey 





The question of Keating 
Road School, perched as it 
is on an island betwen a 
gravel pit and a busy ar­
terial road and adjacent to 
both a commercial and an 
industrial area, is an ever-
Continued from Page A1 
Mayor Norma Sealey said she 
would be pleased to welcome the 
service to Sidney as a convenience to 
islanders who might want to shop or 
do business here. There was far less 
external noise than from con­
ventional hovercraft vessels, bring­
ing it well within acceptable limits, 
she said, adding she could only 
foresee two real concerns from the 
town’s point of view.
The first is docking space at 
Sidney wharf. “There must be a 
space to ensure that additional
docking is established rather than 
using any of the already very limited 
existing dock space,” Sealey ex­
plained.
The other concern was parking, 
she said. If the service expands and 
covers people who may want to 
leave their cars at the dock there
may be trouble with parking.
The town is building a parking lot 
adjacent to the wharf but it won t be 
ready for a while. In order to build it 
at no cost to the town free fill is 
being used and “we have to wait 
until we can get it,” Sealey said.
reminding council he’d been speaking on the issue long findings she unerstood the matter had been referred to a gj-Q^ving concern of Saanich
before Kipot planned his shopping centre.
“I’ve stated over and over again that if the overpass goes 
in I know there’ll be an access on James White but until 
that happens let’s do something about it,” he said, adding 
the town could put a barricade across the access right now.
Aid. Loyd Burdon said he believed council had not 
really “grappled with the issue” and argued it must 
determine if there was a problem and if so, what should be 
done about it. Council agreed to put the issue on the next 
■.jagenda.''-;.;- . l
In other news;
®Nell Horth wants to know when the long grass is going 
to be cut on the town’s boulevards. Sidney was looking 
very untidy, the grass was “almost like hay” and it was 
unfair for residents to have to pay taxes and hot have the 
grass cut.
■ cut
senior investigator. She has requested a meeting with school board, 
municipal affairs. Trustees want some
Lang suggested council write to municipal affairs and ^j^swers about the future of 
ask how it could implement the alternate road construction school and they will 
program suggested at budget time and his motion was ^leet with Central Saanich 
carried. ^ ^ to
•Council spilled some blood over the issue of whether thrash out some problems 
Aid. Ben Ethier should be allowed to attend a Provincial and come up with answers. 
Emergency Program in Ontario. Sealey said both Ethier In a reply to a school 
and Lang had applied but that Ethier had been before and board letter, 
the PEP ruling was that he could not attend twice.
There were two ways of judging eligibility — aldermen 
could not attend a second time unless five years had 
elapsed or there was no one else who could attend. Sealey 
said she put forward Aid. Norm McCandlish’s name.
Ethier said he had “got the act right here and I defy you 
to find it,” referring to the five-year period, while Lang 
said there had been “inferred lies” in his own case. Sealey
Central 
Saanich aldermen asured 
trustees they, too, were 
concerned about the future 
of Keating Cross Road and 
its eventual alignment. An 
immediate concern, said a 
letter from G.L. Wheeler, 
assistant administrator, was
but Sealey said such a bylaw would be unenforceable. It’s
impossible to have a bylaw which says people must cut 
grass on public property, she told him.
Aid. Stan Bamford said the decision had been made at 
budget time and he supposed council would have to live 
with it.
•Lang made another attempt to switch money set aside 
for the proposed one-way couplet to alternate road con-
$8,000 from the budget to save money as a measure of re- ^ _______________ _______________ _
straint and that entailed elminating grass cutting on the ’ hid" been"^iproved on the basis of being an engineering survey from
majority of boulevards in town. People had been asked to chairman of the finance committee— which he was not. Butler Brothers Ltd. owners
cut the grass outside their properties and some did, others However as chairman of the fire committee she could of I_be gravel pit, on 
didnot,shesaid.j ^ ^ ^ questions of reclamation.
Aid. Jim Lang suggested a bylaw to enforce grass cutting gyrdon charged the PEP had originally accepted Ethier drainage, future sub-
and asked Sealey “where do you get off changing that?” division possibilities, road
He added the PEP course was not an expense to the town, patterns and ”nai site
the federal government bore the costs. ^ ^ ^ ^ . **
A motion for both Lang and McCandlish to attend was . 
defeM. Lang said he didn’t want to go, McCandlish was ^^ters like this from Central 
- : > ; Saanich council for a long
. time,’’ said^=. t^^ 
Rubymay Parrott. “Things
structibn and indicated staff wanted a decisibiiby June asked council to expedite and complete the car park and haye been put off for far to
Sealey disagreedV saying the town’s director of work and beautification by Sidney wharf. Sealey explained it could- long. We better get together 
services had told her there was a substantial amount of n’t be done. The car park: was being built at the least oh a pne-to-orie basis and 
work currently underway and there was no panic to get on possible expense and the town was using free fill when it tell these people: ‘Council,
V beautificatioh iBoney you too, havc a Tcspon-
Lang argued ideal road construction weather was being available. The parking lot will not be finished or land- sibility to the kids in this 
lost and time was being wasted but Sealey countered by scaped for some time, council agreed. district, it’s time something
was done. We want help
want com-and we 
mitment.”
'is” The meeting to be held
probably on July 4.
education against costs were lower even would only play into the Central Okanagan, Pen- 
inequities in the 'restraint before restraint measures hands of the ministry. tiction and the Sunshine
program, were imposed. Coast, be contacted by
All the districts, one Trustee Rubymay Parrott “It will enable the Saanich. They will be told 
■ trustee pointed out, had a asked: “What is it all government to use its that while Saanich agrees 
cost-per-pupil rate lower about?” ‘divide and conquer’ with the points^ they;m^
than most others in the Saanich school district technique, the same process they should be forwarded 
province. The letter which was paying a healthy fee to it used in the recent matter the ministry by the B Cl^^ 
Saanich,.was asked to the B.C.,School Tru.stees of the insurance issue. It School Trustees
■...... ■ ■’------ Association to make:= such enables the ministry to play Association,support i yvritten ill dense
I'. .
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Saanich Peninsula Hospital ended its financial year on 
March 31 and is now a quarter of the way through the 
1983-84 year without any commitment from the provincial 
government as to how much money it vvill have for the 
year.
This was stressed by G.G. Sherwood, president of the 
board of trustees, in his annual report, which is included in 
the Saanich Peninsula Hospital Annual Report issued last 
week.
Sherwood states that “rhetoric coming to us from 
government sources” indicates that the restraint program 
may be intensified in the current year, and that if hospital 
grants are held to the same level as last year this will be “a 
significant reduction in adjusted income,” requiring 
budget cutbacks.
“It is unfortunate that these cutbacks may be half again 
as severe as might otherwise have been necessary, in order 
to accomplish their purpose in an eight-month period 
rather than over a lull year.”
The hospital came through the 1982-83 year with a 
surplus of slightly more than $50,000 on operating costs of 
$7,869,673. Salaries and employee benefits accounted for 
$6,203,582.
Sherwood paid tribute to Dr. H.C. Worrall, the chief of 
medical staff since the hospital opened. Worrall has now 
retired from practice, but is continuing as chief of staff for 
; an indefinite period.
; In the secretary/treasurer’s report, administrator John 
; Benham noted the board now gets a grant from the 
: government instead of having its budget provincially set,
, and as a result has been able to provide additional 
i laboratory services.
i Benham said that the additional extended care facilities 
I and service areas under construction since July, 1982,
V should be completed by November of this year.
i Admissions to acute care were up slightly over the 
/ preceding year, 2,693 compared to 2,507. There were also
V more babies born, 213 compared to 195, and more 
/ emergency visits, 14,504 compared to 14,438.
: Average length of stay was down from 8.6 days to 7.8,
•• and as a result the occupancy of acute beds was down from 
? 78.7 per cent to 76.9 per cent. Extended ca^re beds were 
occupied virtually full time in both years.
Scott Leslie Delgatty, 17, 
of 7231 Early Place, 
Brentwood Bay, was given 
15 months probation and 
ordered to do 200 hours of 
community work June 25 in 
Sidney provincial court 
after he was found guilty on 
a number of charges.
Delgatty was convicted 
on a break, enter and theft 
charge occurring March 31 
at Brentwood elementary 
school. He was also con­
victed on nine counts of 
theft over $200, three 
counts of mischief to public 
property and three counts 
of mischief to private 
property.
A review on what 
restitution, if any, the court 
may ask for, will be held 
Aug. 4.
In other court news, 
August Michael Jimmy, 18, 
of 9812 Resthaven Dr., 
Sidney, was fined $200 after 
pleading guilty to driving 
while over .08 alcohol level.
Norman Glen Ryder, 31, 
of 302-2437 Amherst Ave., 
Sidney, pleaded guilty to 
driving while in excess of 
.08 alcohol level and was 
fined $275.
Kevin Brett Underwood, 
21, of 7561 Central Saanich 
Rd., appeared in court June 
21 and was fined $400 after 
pleading guilty to driving 
while over .08 alcohol level.
; Bills sent out, over and above provincial health plan 
: payments, increased froni $1,257,452 to $1,784,971, and 
' the percentage collected improved, up from 97.8 per cent 
to99.4percent.,"' ,
; Senior volunteers at the hospital worked 6.837 hours,
; considerably more than the 4,311 hours the year before,
■ but junior volunteer hours were down from 1,398 to 1,108.
■ Cost of operating the hospital was $922,000 higher than 
• the year before, with wages and benefits increased by
/h$664,000:"^^
A child can drown without 
making so much as a sound, 
in just inches of water. 
That’s why the Red Gross 
would like to r;emind you 
that" supervision is a full 
time job^ So, Vplay ;it safe 
this summer and : keep: an 
eye on a child
The Peninsula Community 
Association has had a good year, 
ending up with some $43,000 in the 
kitty out of a $698,000 budget, but 
treasurer Dan Rippin told the 
PCA’s annual general meeting June 
23 “we’re sitting on it, not spending 
it” because no one knows what’s 
going to happen to government 
grants this year.
The shadow of restraint was 
revealed in individual reports to the 
meeting as department heads ex­
pressed anxiety about continuance 
of programs. Louise Cole (special 
.services to children) acknowledged 
uncertainty and said she had 
borrowed the boy scout slogan “be 
prepared” while PCA executive 
director Gerry Edwards — who 
heads the Community Recovery 
Project — said he didn’t knew if the 
GRP would continue beyond June 
30 “but 1 hope it will.”
Board chairman Joan Beattie said 
the PCA had enjoyed an active year 
highlighted with the opening of the 
Peninsula Old and New (PON) shop 
in July, 1982, the establishment of 
the Peninsula Employment Centre 
and the Community Counselling 
Centre move, now operating under 
the PCA’s umbrella.
She praised Anne Johnstone for 
insisting a thrift shop could become 
a reality, Dianne Robson for the 
newsletter and Marjorie Denroche
for her weekly column which had 
become a “must” to read.
Adelc Bishop told the gathering 
the PON shop had turned over 
$16,000 to the PCA and said some 
50 volunteers were collecting and 
repairing items for the store. She 
added the store depends on 
donations of unwanted articles and 
continued community support.
Jack Thornberg for the CCC said 
volunteers had clocked up 995 
hours, and three fundrai.sing events 
had collected $834. Under the 
counsellor training program there 
were 14 potential workers, “eight 
ready to go and six that need some 
additional training.”
Election of eight board members 
was postponed for a month 
following a tabling motion proposed 
by Loyd Burdon. The motion allows 
members of the CCC who have not 
yet taken out PCA membership to 
do so and vote at elections. PCA 
bylaws state membership must be 
taken out 14 days prior to voting 
and some CCC members appeared 
to be unaware of the ruling.
Beattie told the meeting the PGA 
had established the need for an 
executive director. Edwards had 
offered to do the job on a voluntary 
basis and had been named to the 
position. The PCA seek funding for 
the job and will advertise it this 
summer.
Teachers get a lot 6 f flak 
in the practice of their 
profession so a pat on the 
back is always appreciated. • 
Several were contained in
to report that three; ; The teachers, John : 
newsletters from Keating Martin, Kevin Vine and 
elementary school reported other members of the staff 
parents were happy witli the were to be commended fop; 
venture. a job well doiie. :
letters V received: by the 
s c h o 01 district S a d -
>4 fitness night fund raising benefit for Varanica 
Shelepiuk held June 25 at Brentwood Bay Com­
munity Hall raised $200. Above young woman is 
one of more than 40 people who participated.
Murray SharrattPholoIj. J ,4 . U 1 _ S >
Continued from Page A1 
the Capital Regional ■ District;;: said K
. .. -r''',.
; go ahead without an amendment to 
.'The plan.'',
Population projections call for 2l 
per cent growth in the urban core to 
,;.213,50p between JMLand 20ftl ; 18^ 
per; cent grovvth to .92,500 in the 
western area and 43.5 per cent to 
36,000 on the Saanich peninsula. 
Sidney would grow by only 1,050 
people, a 13.7 per cent increase, all 
of it to take place in the first five 
v^ycars.'';-'
: North Saanich is expected to grow 
81 per cent, to 41,500, and Central 
Saanich 43 per cent, to 15,500, It 
was made clear these figures are 
estimates/ inclicating^^^^^^^ w
population zoning will sustain, not 
targets to be achieved.
Answering a question about cost 
of scrvicesan the Highlands, which, 
incltitles the Partridge Hills, Charles 
Wakeland, chief regional: planner,
; Bud Michell asked whether the 
region whs: going to do anything 
with its 63-acre park at Island View: 
Beach; arid was told byjSaahich Aid. : 
Pat Grofton, new chairman of 
regional parks, that there was no 
plan to develop the park at present 
and it will be left in its natural state. 
What-moncy is available iss being : 
used to open up wilderness areas; he 
said.
should either be just a regional 
district or the municipalities should 
run their o\yn affairs, and said the 
CRD was “just another level of 
government growing like a weed.”
\'y. ■■■■
for there to be any large populatiph 
in the HighliUKis by 2fX)l.
Many Of the qik'stions conccfricd 
matters of inore detailed planning,
: involving; nutnicipal ' plans rniher 
than the regional plan.
Resporitlirig .10 a4suggesI ion by: 
Pat Christensen that the rural area 
of Saanich miuticipajity otiiside the 
U r bjiri I containinent bou nda ry 
should be in the peninsula sub- 
region rather than the urban sub­
region, Wakeland agreed, but said it 
: was too hard to work out statistics 
to show it that way.
was the same as municipal govern­
ment, just providing different 
services, and that it had not grown 
at all in the current year. ^
Asked about regional = Trails, 
Wakeland said it is hard to gel trails 
d c si g ri a t ed i n s u bd i vi s i o ri s i ri 
unorganized territory because (he 
highways ministry does not require 
ii when giving approvals,: Cr 
said this would take years.
Charlie Harris ;Connplairicd of; 
inconvenience to resident; on: 
Keating Cross ;Road Ijecause^of ■ 
traffic to the^>^
Wakeland said the industrial area 
was t here; be fore regi orial '■ pi anriin g : 
began rind it was “just a case of 
making the best of it.”
: Responding to avompiairit about 
The distance bciween; bus: stops in ; 
rural areas, Sturrbek pointed but the 
; CRD ; had recently lost rilf^v 
jurisdiction over transit.
A Victoria man, Steven 
Bramwell, 34, — convicted 
with three other mem, in-, ■ 
chi d i rig Ceri tfa 1: S aarii ch 
resident William Leander 
Joseph, in a $7.5 millidn 
heroin bust : outside the 
Prairie Inn Nov. 18, 1980 
— was successful in ap'- 
pealing a 15-year jail ierni 
for conspiracy to Traffie 
'/heroin;
However Bramwell’s 
appeal on his olher con- 
victiori, also a 15-ycar jail 
term; for conspiracy to 
im p0 rt IterOin, ; was
dismissed by the B.C. Coiiri 
oh Appeal :in Vriaco;uvcr
,: Wi11 iam Snyder, 34. who 
;kwa'S'?:scritc:riced ''.fib '''Kd,5;ycairh 
concurrent terms in Vic­
toria county court (or 
conspiracy to import and
f r a f f ic he r 6 i n di d no t 
ap peal. Snyder’s brother 
Patri ; 3 8, of Surrey
ki rif Mazu rek, 32;; 0 T 
Montreal who were given 
eight-year terms for con­













At the annual general' 
meeting of the Saanich ' 
FeniuMila Hospital Society 
held June 23 two trustees, 
Mrs. Helen Esau and Mrs;
; Rosc'ktisc,''. wcrc:TCtylectc'd 
ri 11^
term each. At llic following^
' board meeting Mrs. Cathy 
Rastriussen '■'was:';:c;clect'cd''"' 
chriirmnn of the board, and 
''M.rs'.'.' Rbfe Wti't'e wri'«'eleeie(l;;
■'' vk^chalrinan.:':;-/'':.-
1608 Quadra SI.






RChiP and joint forces 
operation of; the co­
ordinate law enforcement 
brought the 30-mbnth 
investigation to a close 
when William Snyder was 
arrested in the Prairie Inn 
pub parking lot with 1,140 
grams of liiglv-^gradc heroin 
: Nov'.'4h,','198().
Thu riVrest : wasmade 
.sitorily alter ; an RCMP 
tindercoyef officer flashed 
clpsc : 16 $240,()00 in U.S. 
bills to Snyder in a sup­
posed deal.
ministratiqri/since the' last / 
mectig of trustees.
Wayne and Jaiif' 
McMillan, parents of 
Sandra, a grade one student. 
at Cordova Bay ^ Elemen­
tary, were grateful to tlieir 
daughter’s teacher, Mrs. 
Joan Boyd.
“We cannot say enough 
about this teacher’s ovious 
dedication, concern and 
skill in teaching not only 
our daughter but, we’re 
sure, everyone else she’s 
had the CHarice to instruct;” 
the; McMillans wrote/This 
; teacher challenged their 
;; d a u g h ter, d i s c i p 1 i n e d 
rcafefuily-rinuffriiost'of; alU~ 
gave her a s e n s e 0 f 
belonging.
And, from Ammlyn 
Lambrick a letter re; ‘ ‘The 
Great GalianoGetaway.”
The trip was a fremen- 
dpus success, the letter said, 
and the writer was pleased
GRADE “A’: 1 
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We Have a large selection of ;boa1s from ;10^"
Serious offers.
BAYVIEW marine Mis
10431 flMlhavan Dr.; Sidnov
Phono 656-5651
Open Wfiak Days 'liil fi|;00 
v Sat. ’till 6:00 
Sundays 12 noofi - JiiOO
/:
Tre^wlcir|®ri«e ofca / .
for-yowr cor'a^
SPELT’S CFIEVRON, Saanichton 4 
Phone 652-1533 ' V V
It will really give vour car and a t borough insptJCtion of
Hack'itfiTald''s'park;''''^'"'' '.'"'VPur car's,'cl(>ctronic:'»y,8iomv;
; j V for a price that won't bo
v/o li give you a Special Oftor a shock to youi sysli*m.
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books for young people, and y^'iXYv Arnanda
proved himself to be an outstanding author of adult
ficitioh as well.
disfigured.
The second book is told by Effie, Sarah Ann’s half- 
breed daughter. Despised as a child, Effie finds success 
as the great actress Eve Waring. Known as one of the 
most beautiful women in the world, Eve is also one of 
the most driven — longing for love and acceptance.
The third chapter comes from Constance, Eve’s 
daughter, who pays the price for her mother’s career, 
but manages to find happiness in marriage and success, 
and in a career as an architect. The fourth book is the 
stbry of Rose, the wife of Lena’s grandson. Rose en­
dures the physical and mental cruelty inflicted on her by 
her husband; arid finally gains freedom in the San 
Fransisco earthquake of 1906,
Book five tells the tragic love story of June, Rose’s 
daughter, and Andy, Constance’s son, which takes
60 YEARS AGO.., :
From the June 28, 1923, issue of The Review
His second novel, 77iis /^m//>' q/’ FFiowew, has 
already feceiyed a great deal of critical and promotional place in war-torn Europe: The final story is told by
be held on
of the best meets ever held in Sidney. In addition to the 
above special features severaf open races have been T 
placed on the program which should furnish .some 
excellent, sport. The Indian war canoe race from the 
wharf should also be aii exciting event. Races have been *
attention. It is a panoramic tale of American women on Andy^ the only male narrator. The ^ast wornan of this T The cadets, bby scouts and girl guides,^^^^^^^^-p
the rise, and spans the period from 1850 to 1939 in house is his own daughter, Claire, and if the dynasty is vjgsides a number of other events. Only fine weather is
American and British history. to continue, he must rescue her from the looming needed to make Dominion Day in Sidney one long to be
Through first person narrative, the novel is told in six menace of World War II. remembered. Military'bands will be in attendance to
related books. The first narrator is Lena, \yho comes of This Family of Women is a richly interwoven liven the proceedings, 
age in a wagontrain headed west. She is one of the first narrative of vividly drawn characters and great events. YEARS AGO
survivors in this dynasty of women, as is her friend It is Richard Peck at his best, and it is available from the June 28, 1933, isue of The Review ;
Sarah Ann, a beautiful young girl abducted by Indians either Sidney-North Saanich or the Central Saanich since the last issue of The Review word has been I
and later returned ■— .pregnant- and permanently branch of the regional library. received by local authorities that the Dominion
Government has decided to construct a breakwater at
Sidney council meetings have become a shambles. Beacon Avenue to protect small ships and launches
There is so much bad feeling, so much ill vvill and ® •« W mm during rough weather,
resentment between certain members of council and the 
mayor that it is beginning to affect everyone’s per­
formance. . .
Mayor Sealey has been a good mayor efficient,
hard working, knovyledgeable. She runs the best council [The first of two articles] _ ^ _ .
meetings on the peninsula. Or did. k r m There is a good possibility that during their lifetime made as to disposition or transfer. Frequently, a : the northeast corner of the wharf m a northeasterly
But no more. And it’s time some :
realized that their personal bitternessund disagreements; y^^h^he estate of a deceased relative or friend either in of years and it is advisable to dispose of certain bonds or The cost of the breakwater and floats, etc., will be in the i
are ruining their work and distorting their personal the capacity of execulor/executrix oraSbeneficiaryir #^ ^- shares.- - - - neighborhood of$4,000.
image. a Many estates are handled by lavyyers dr trust coni- At other times it is advisable to retain securities and r L , .
Loyd Burdon is a smart but a sizeable percentage are handled by in- transfer them to the beneficiaries ofthe estate.^^^^ ^)^^^^^ ^^^^ ^ ^ From the June 30,1943, issue o^he Reyi^
darn good alderman and one day w ^ J dividual executors. The initial task is to establish an
some more dme ® . to'emrap valuation and where there are securities (stock that a copy of the will and probate are lodged with a
mayor. But he spends too much time t y g P and bonds) in an estate, executors or their represen- securities firm after regular account opening fdrmalities^^^^^^^^^^ ; n vn ^
and enrage tsie mayor. «,,tRide council tatives can enlist the assistance of reputable securities ^Hhave been followed. For securities registered in the Iirthe box classes,^iTentr^pfd2distinctToses showm
Jini La,^ IS a deligh^ mau dealer. narne of the deceased, declarations of transmission and Nunn, won the
chambers but seems^ ta becon^u^ A valuation for securities is based upon the closing Tjoy^^er of attorney are also required, but these are ^ other first prizes for ;i
personality :once he takes his scat and, 1 ’ price (or the price at which the stock or bond last k., o„,i ..c.,oii„ .-wyiMir;. ,^nIt, tr.« entries shown in boxes.
the Victoria Pile Driving Coinpany, the firm that is now 
busy at the wharf completing alterations an im­
provements to the ferry slip.
torments Sealey.. ... . traded) on the day before death and is considered to be signature of the executor(B). (U.Sv securities, however; ♦ * »l«
supplied by the firm and usually require only the
01% the price at which the estate of the'deceased acquired the require aadmonafp^^^^^
- And'itSfecm SwS^f win simply be tl^
charged by securities dealers,^lU^ ofaS nl^d i^SemiU v? '
detractors. After,all, that’s the idea^T . , V L smallpox or innoculalcd for diptheria. can do so freet^
the first of the baby clinics was held recently in the
Mike Stahlakc’s anger at council Monday night for its considerable research itmiieiit be cxnected that a fee will article, two ways to make the executors charge at the July clinic. The institute hopes parents will ;
complete disregard for hiT repeated requests for ;p ^,l.c,,,ri ;;nhvion«lv^ arwLs charged to law'vcrs or )askpasier wm avail themselves of ihispITer,
‘ he charged: ;Obviously, any fees charged to law'ycrs or
barricade to the ^ravelodge^accessW professionals for valuation researchwill be
warranted. This council is so chewed up with gett g along to their clients. Ross Ltd., Victoria)
even Tit's I'orgotieti its duty lb
30 YEARSAGO
From the July 2,1953, Issue of The Review ;
One enthusiastic Sidney fisherman recently acquired a m 
partial plate of teeth, The pew plate replaces one vvhichVTi? 
was lost Tccemly. During a fishing trip, when all aroundT 
of one percentage point in the sales tax a major in- This budget will be the Closest: thing a provincial ^ hint were enjoying marked fiuccess, the c 
i Crease? If you bity, a new cafi it certainly is, Thak little T gbvcrnmcnl has ever coine to a zero-base budgelting. : he removed his false teeth -
Increase is^oingTo set you back another hundred or so Zero-base, if you remember, was all the rage a few and attached them to the end of his line. The finalsiafct; I
years back, It was the answer to the automatic budget showed the fisherman without a bite, without teeth and ■ 1 
Also look for a hike in tobacco and liquor taxes, increases year after year. It was supposed to do away without enthusiasm. The fish which took the lure is now .
They're sure winners. I don't know how olten Tyc T T ivith the padding of the estimates, a practice at whichT T suitably equipped to bite through any line.
heard aiigryConsiirncrskay thih this is It. 20 YEARS
to quit smoking and drinking. But they don't. Under the zero-base budget mechanism; the previous From the Jlily 3,1963, IssuFof The Review
Therv there's the gasoline tax, I expect ah Increase of a : year’k budget is totally ignored. Every periny has to
couple of cents a litre which should bring in a nice little turped out for the second annual Strawberry Festival 3
bundle in extra l ^ held at Brentwood Bay in June, Fears of a washout j
And don’t be surprised if you find a few user fees ip budget is thf result of a similar process. cleared with blue skies and the afternoon was sunny and |
the budget. Hospitals will be a prinie target. The; Estimates of expenditures were subiulued last event which was enlivened by folk dan-
Hniih' Curtis introduces his government will assure us that only those who are able Thai’s when treasury board went to work bm thenu^ ^ c fencing and karate displays by sailors off the 
When Finance MPustcr Hugp vurtis miroauce. 1. u» r,„i, «...r *i,« o,uu»!/'.,iai ,^/*r rUi.m since then, the estimaCes were cut relentlessly time and T..««r,«c« L.,.m„n ci.u v,t„ri.
It,
hiiS n brace to pay Will be asked to forlfour the additional per diem V Since then, the estimates were cut relentlessly time and - Japanese sailing ship Kaiwq Mmbudgclln the B.C,. LcgLlam^^^^^^^ feeSsTor a hospital stay^T the government time again. The result will be a budget with aVery lean The thin crovyd prescnf for the official opening at
nf nennv will be heard all across the said it had no plans to introduce such fees, but that was expenditure side. 1:30 p.m. was entertained by music of South Saanich
screams 01 agony,, wupv DC nenru ail aero, during the election campaign. Before,lyou applaud lhat effort to keep down spen- Schools' Band under: the direction of Roger Monltiguc,
Ah increase in personal income tax is somewhat ding, consider that nothing comes without a price. tTc hand;, composed of students from sevciial teilprovince; frotu Tofinb t o Field
«. .1 !* a I I • 1,. ... .1. mI.. Miui-a ■ #> <« Mh ■>> Fm j-«.
It;I!' t'i'v
li ...n d-v 16 Tcm the nrot'tivee tbward'* a balanced And that’s just what Doctor Benrictt will prescribe to ...... ,
i Ttiv"S«l&thlnii clostdFresemhiihjvsuchathinR he"^^ ‘ ^ more than HO single engine aircraft crashed into Oakville Avenue near ;:
^ ^ rtsi.mhimgsuuiatning,uc ^th  LiUlc League baseball park behind Snnscha Hall.^
you cut government expenditure, you will have (0 cut Four persons died Wednesday evening when their
: Avenue near
., ■ J J i : ■ 'I.' y I, V m MI „ I., V, ,T., i> TT I, ■ y V.., ,,w ..,, ^ I ’—' ■ ■ ’, ■ ,. . , "' ji' c, "--.y...... ■ *" y.....iy,. OtinSL'lia '-.I 1 Uli ,
inrtV fnru/'ir^t io7 Tris inoreiises 'tliat’s Thc'.vbudget'ICurils:wlll':Mtroducc:has bccn;.irlrnmcd:;;L::'::;L;':;i^^v:show;:any.;:meanlngfuL:T<^uctiam''Tnv,5bcnding,;;;6:,T|)e:cr#
»^^Tnv(»N will PO un all over the place burlis’ and trirnrped; and' irinuacd ,again, Theie lias been a emptied of >,
’“I'.months back tlfat there w l! be no rnajOr ' Tcguiar: procession of dcpiity m methodofstaff reduction by attrition. , ; and a
MSUrUnCe SOItlO Itl0f\in8 iHiCK iniu incrc in l uj _ I .. ^*ri lU-, .»«»«.tutiu aiUjai^ f,.'WUh' cisiH . nrfiO'rflmK ftnd .<iervit« will ^i\vt>A #\f' ci-iAA#rtfrv#«4.- tUi. AAr
To show any meaningful; reduction in s'
i; SSSSSiidir^E'"'
H alidepehdslv^lraf ydu cdhsidcr'nrajoh lya and clearly! cun,ostswheievei you can
With fcw'cr staff, fewer prograins and scryiccs W'lll be
Contiiitied on Fage AS
I
large crovvd ofApCctators;: Killed in tlie Crash vvcrc Mr 
and Mrs. O.R. Anderson and Mr, and Mrs, Hf Son- 
diup, all of Burnaby.
ilT;-,
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May John with Sanscha volunteer Eileen Bradley at annual pioneer's tea at Sanscha Hall Sunday. 
Cake was made by Sidney Bakery. Pcjifiic Rowand Photo




A children’s summer 
program — Project 
Keeping Up — sponsored 
by ' the Association for 
Children and Adults with 
L e a r h i n g : D i s a b i 1 i t i e s 
(AGLD) will maintain and 
improve skills of, learning 
disabled youngsters in the 
areas of social skills, 
problem solving, perceptual 
; training: and gross and fine 
motor exercises; There is no :
fee and children will attend 70 ,
two hours daily either in 302lj - rwe.
July or August. f'Or more | SiciyWU ll3 O 






Maureen Hinde and Elleh Lister are feeling happy about the speciaTprograni they'd help run for 
youngsters at Centennial Park this summer. Peggie Rowand i*hoto
Gym & Splash Adventure Daze Playgrounds French Friends Tennis Lessons
Little Gretzky's Mixed Bag Daycamps Drawing or Painting Tennis Workshops
Let’s Make Believe 1st. Clioice Soccer School Bus Trips: Sailing Lessons
ji. Sailing Daycamp Magical Synchronized Swimming
Tennis Lessons Mystery Tours Head Stad on Hockey (25 & up);
Sv/immmg Lessons Workshops: ' Conditioning Hockey (17-24 y
Synchronized Swimming Breadmake Pickle Ball Clinics
Conditioning Hockey (17-24 yrs) Fly a Kite _ _ Watercolour Painting/Drawing
Learn to Rolleiskate Icecream Machine WorKsnops
Pickle Ball Clinics Summer Stock Theatre Smoking & Preserving Fish
Hockey School (7-0 yrsl , Self Hypnosis
A combined heritage, provide three staff members i 
. y , , ; activity and arts program—- prografn supervisor Jens
delivered. And eyery person not employed by the (qj- youngsters aged four to Wiekens and leaders Ellen 
aovf*rnmpnt will find his or her waV onto UnemDlovmcnt __ _ I.,!., /i I ......1 LI
Continued from Page A4 , . ,
l, ^ ^ ...
g e e y u pl y e seyei-i years runs July 4 Lister and Maureen Hinde 
insurance, some of them onto the welfare rolls. through to Scpir2 ex /
And that, of course, is the most unproductive way of duding weekends and
cutting costs because we, the taxpayers, have to support jiolidays —■ at Centennial
those on unemployment benefits and welfare without park . Sponsored by Central
getting anything in return in terms of productivity. Saan ich i c c r ca t id n
; Giic of the more notable victims of the restraint the park
program and the budget it spawned, I'm almo.st certain, jy intended to act
, , ■ ,,,■ as ,, a;. Ideal ■ point ;;tor,
—t lie government’s e,xcusc for ciittmg down the branch: rhildrcn’s summer activities 
: «!ll: Wcdat lhc cmirls eSn nclcq,.a.Qly look after mailers :,5'™Sic4 S 
;ndw adhiinisicred by the branch. teqiiire.s ihe participationdf
Ollier severe measure to reduce spen- purenis. i 




Thiirsv Aug, 4 
"'d:-:; 4-9^ p.m. V:
4 pirn. Carnival Starts 
6 p m. Birthday Cake
JOIN US *
Nutrition & fitness 
Also:
Daily (irop-in Illness 
Wafer exercises
,,G56^7271 Program inf Ormatiori
Tgimm
•'the qiiaiityyoes iPhKforft the name goes on'
5”AC/0CB&WTY
same as abiiVr 
with AM/FM RADIO




prosentivTenieditdiit iidi'oning'nf coniniprd, 
I; ; ' citil aiiti iis l(H;,iliDn'!rwikus11 iryui v, vdu,iblu 
' piece of land, f xcoileni in iiydiirand usefor:
:' ,,1 cottage indiidry-: Vemloi will carry a sir ; 
ennd ninilgar)i! .idd iheu' ic a $.'10 OOOT-iRriT -
FOR LEASE 
mACOHAVE;
(■vcciicni Sparc nnfnri tido'i (clnvalorTaTlIit)';
: ’iovj piK’O nl $4;CIO sg:4l;;1(l(jally:,1iiiltfid: lOl' ;; 




1st tiNIE ON MARKET 
$265,000
’ l arge IhidoJierlroohw qiiaiity inRidnnce'witti'T 
. hiassive views of vdferfioht;:Witfiin;waJd 
^ dlsLince .|o (own centre," loads ol storage, a;, 
twir full bathrooms ,tndrattfac.livtiyhulll’ins, ,' 
ParkingJor, two cars. : '
20
I I'i',■ I?'' '■ :jt
VCII& 2 MOVIES 
*6.95 Mon.-Thurs.
*9.95 - Fri. & 2 Movies 






: ’.jpsl 1wo units left,;w(! tiavo jticse iargmoiie 
abodrooip/iinifd diKrondfd !lloori’with large 
.Tialcanv: overlooking; P.it; Gay or'one on;; ' 
^:(groi,(ii(l |loar;, withT large ■ pafig,; idrsairdnr;
oamtiiiing;-; Lxceneni ^ for;'thnsm'v/ilh pels,I 
; wliii,lj:'am ,illowed«:Tlie price bf JGg.hOhd :;; 
Tielnw'Topiachmenl costs:
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Sidney Kiwanis honored Sidney elementary school youngsters June 23 in Sanscha Hall with presenta­
tions to students for their work on safety patrol. Included were Scott Knowles, Jason Pratt, David 
Osguthorpe, George Landsberger, Austin Wagelin, Mike Harris, Danny Wiren, Jennifer Douglas, 
Nicole Masters, Ricky Harrison, Tammy Rydolm, Suzanne Isaacson, Tanya Spooner, Tammy Ram­
say, Janine La Boucan, Steven Kirkland, Wendy Jestico, Krista Miller, Dena Cator, Trevor Kuyten. 




; By JUNE GREEN •
A draft copy of the report by Associated Engineering 
Services on the sewage and drainage disposal requirements 
for the future development of Keating Ridge South was 
presented to the public works committee and Central 
Saanich aldermen Monday evening.
Aid. Dick Sharpe, chairman of the public works 
committee, said he expected the report to be adopted by 
council within two weeks, and it would then become an 
appendix to the Central Saanich community plan, with 
guidelines in place for orderly development of the possible 
800 units which might be developed in the Keating Ridge 
area sometime in the future.
Apart from sewage and drainage the report looked at 
road networks. Engineers said future access road 
development would depend on whether Pat Bay Highway 
is designated as a freeway. Efforts were made to find a 
road layout that provided individual landowners an op­
portunity to developi their parcels of land, as well as serving 
the consortium of developers.
Two alternative road networks were proposed, both 
resulting in the inter-connection of a central interior ring 
rpadriinked^ and Keating
Cross Rd. at five locations.
Currently, Keating Ridge south is serviced entirely by 
septic fields and although few, problems are evident,^ 
ultimate link-up with the Central Saanich Pollution 
Control Centre, by means of nearby trunk sewers is 
proposed.
Estimated cost of the trunk collection system comes to 
$1/2 million and this estimate, based on unit prices from 
-.recent, tenders, does not include land' acquisition and 
’'administration. ' ’ ' -‘'•A
Drainage of the area combines an open ditch and closed
' pipe system. ^Estimated cost for-drainage totals $716,950.
The report refers to a problem which arises from the 
presence of several separate open ditch systems between 
Central Saanich Rd. and Sandhill Creek over private land 
without service easement. Proper maintenance of such 
open ditch systems has created havoc between municipal 
crews and local landowners.
The draft report says the effect of future storm run-off 
from Keating Ridge south, on the McHugh ditch flood 
plain, is expected to be negligible.
Aid. Ruth Arnaud said area farmers were not very
a draft copy and open to changes.
When questioned by Arnaud, the engineers said they 
were not sure what crops farmers grow in the flood plain 
during the wet season. The flood plain area is estimated to 
be between 40 and 100 acres. The engineers said they had 
consulted two farmers, Ralph Michell and Gordon 
Rundell.
Anyone interested in looking at the draft report can do 
so by contacting the municipal office or any Central 
Saanich alderman. Fifteen copies have been printed and 
distributed to aldermen and developers.
Mayor Norma Sealey was named recipient of 
B, C. Recreation A ssociation President's A ward at 
1983 annual general meeting and conference. The 
award is presented to people, communities and
tions in
at least five years. Sealey has been active with the 
association and served as the organization's presi­
dent from 1975 to 1977. She was presented with 
award by BCR A representati ve Jack Boutilier, 
manager of Esquimau Parks and Recreation, at a 
June 13 Sidney council meeting.
ed dowii onto the flood plain. She suggested die Farniers^ . 
Instituteiand area farrners be asked for inpih befo^^ 
draft report is adopted and apprby^ by council.
Sharpe told her the report is available to the public, it is pliistax
four to liospital
A two-vehicle accident 
around 1:52 a.m. June 25 
on the 7500 block, West 
Saanich Rd., sent foiif; 
f pers
Peninsula Hospital with 
undetermined injuries.
A Central Saanich police 
spokesman said Brian 
Marechek, 23, of 1823 San 
Juan Ave., Victoria, and 
three other passengers were 
:4A;:/:.'''0akcn'::;to/hospHal:jafter|his.^^^^ 
vehicle collided with a pick­
up truck driven by Mavis 
Underwood, 30, of 8646 
West S a a n I chi Rd v
Underwood was not in-
WirprlV''- '‘'T
Apparently Underwood 
vvas in the process bf 
making a left turn into a 
driveway when Marechek, 
who was attempting to pass 
at; the time, slammed into« 
the side of the pick-up and 
then hh a B.C. Hydro pole.
Marcchek’s 1981 Toyota 
suffered $3,000‘cdarhagc 
wHile. Underwood’s truck i 
received an estimated 
J$l ,0(K) damageJ The hydro; 
pole will cost; sonic $1,500 
to fix.
Marechek has been 
charged with driving 
without due care and at­
tention.
KELOWNA • PENTICTON • VERNON 
HOPE • COURTENAY • VICTORIA
CACHE CREEK
COQUITLAM • WILLIAMS LAKE 
PRINCE GEORGE • SMITHERS 
TERRACE • PRINCE RUPERT
on
A Juvenile and an adult/..
have been charged with 
a.ssnult and attempted theft , 
after an itu-idenl June 21,
An cmplbycc of 
Cloverdaltt Paint and 
'Paner, .9768*5th; St.^waroH' ■ 
i his wvay to the Royal Hank 
to dcpo.sit the day’s receipts 
when he was approached by 
the two young inen utauikl 
An-;attempt:\va 
made to take the money but 
failed. It Is not known how 
i nivichmoncy was involved.
with attempted ; armed 
robbery; after jm incidchi 
June 6 hear Magic Circuits
Arcade,;.. .vyjI'V;.;...;;,:';/:;.;
Conditions: Rpbrna must bo rosorvod arid pfopald or gaurahtood a mihlmum of two Wooks 
prior to date of afriyai at roSoiyod rnotol. Paymont Is npn*rofundabl0. Offer Is subldct to 
ropm avaliablllty. Rosorvatlons can bo mado at any of the above motels or In th© lower 
mainland ht Vancodvor Rosbrvatlon COhfre: 602-6171.
; In other,; police news, 
.$720'was ■;.. stolenfrom,/ a // 
locked safe in a hreak-lnio 
'' Sh a h r ee y e'"''Re s t li r a h t h' 
9776-4th StifSidneyi JunC' 
'■-21 ■,'H ■ :■




have been questioned, but 
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y, Vic­
toria, Vancouver, Parksville and Campbell River 
competed in sparring. Kata and Kata Weapons 
during Karate exhibition and demonstration at 
Sanscha Hall June 25. Craig Hollinger (left), 
brown belt from Sidney and Andy Pruim, second 
degree black belt from Victoria thrilled crowd with 





ALL OUR »;EAT 1$ AGED, G8AIN FED, GUARANTEED CANADA "A"
WELL-AGED
T-BONE, NEW YORK 
RIB EYE STEAKS
■' "FRESH'FISH




T The Lions captured the 
Major league baseball 
playoff L championships 
edging the Braves 4-3 in the 
■"'final sJune;;23.rT^
The Lions also received 
the : : Harry L Cha f
Memorial Trophy for the 
irnbstv sportsman-like team, s 
They gained a birth in the 
final by first defeating the 
Aces 9-8 June 19 and then 
beating the Braves 4-3 June
In other playoff ganies ' 
the Braves doubled the 
Cubs 10-5 June 19 and then 
were shutout by the Aces 2- 
0 June 20. On June 22 the 
Braves beat the Aces by a 
score of 5-2.
in a Minor A division, 
the Bombers took the 
playoff championships 
Juhe ;23 Mth a 
over the Shrimps, who were 
league champions.
- They earlier recorded a- 
12-4 victory: over, the
Totems June 19 and then 
defeated the Shrimps/13-10 
in a garne ^ pjayed J tine 21. / 
The Shrimps: advanced to 
the final; by vvhipping/the 
Kings 9-2 June 19 and thkn 
edging the same team 12-11 / 
June 22. Iri the other game 
June 20 the Kings slipped I 




In the Minor B division 
the Royals captured the title 
with a 13-8 win over the 
Eagles. The Royals, who 
were divisional champs, 
edged the Painters 11-10 in 
a game played June 15 and 
downed the STeelers 5-4* 
June 18. The Eagles beat 
the Mets 7-9 June 18 and 
the Expos 13-12 June 19. 
The Steelers downed the 
Spitfires 9-8 June 17.
am/fm
|!£ Enjoy o, fm/
ii -----cassette stereo''
a low sale
j price with SCR-7 -
^</^C,or6 D'cel
, ^ A -T'
j . /-n
11 . . ^ *V‘*V?'V




The Painters were 
awarded the Etheringtoih 
Family Trophy fof the most 
isportsmanlike. Minor, league 
;team.';v.
Chooso fron) 
our sefection I 
O'hoBcfjjhorjes |
■M. A.w;^J"320 Q Private




i//Lsten,td:AM, " ■ 
|;*:Or,gM stereo;' • i 
L . belt clip.
Uses micro- ■
hoadset/(op^" !
» tional) and / ^ i :;:;;'3/'A'A';cells,v:'/:V/l
L 63-8010 ice viresi
The federal ministry of 
transport has approved 
regulations restricting the 
.speed of power boats on 
Brentwood Bay to eight km 
per; hour.; / Similar speed 
restrictions Lave been 
placed on power boats in 




b 0 at i n g r e S t r i c t i o ns is 
available in the publication 
BO at i n g R es t r i ct i on 
Regu 1 ations / ; in Brilish 
Golumbia which is available 
for reference at. all Van­
couver Island tourist 
bureaus or at the parks and 







month, day and; 
date. Stopwatch is accuratG
Ik
' V'ii/ nr bo bk/In^^^ ^ 1''100th of d‘






Onniitilul IS-hole championship poll com so with new automatic 
watoiino system Lvrming riioen loo only SU,i.aO!
TENNIS
3 color crwino tennis couits complolo with liohts.
CUNUNG
Allractivo G-sheet curlinp nnk
CLUBHOUSE
Pro shop, S lounges, cpiloc shop and dinlno, locker rooms with
/Colour Cbmputers/ 
6l(or InoludeabO": ’ 
mia loyatioka,///
now saunas ans washrooms
SOCIIAL ..
: what boltPr place to conio tor lunch,, clinner or bridge.or:fo enleb: ;■ 
■^ain/your/buosts?
" .1 ■.' i' ■'
./iWo baVriP/limilodtiiimbor o! inombersh;h^^^^
;/tor any/orio/or more:cateyorios,.' Chock oui/pur lacilitiesyou: 
::/:won!t bo disappi
'M
* Snvi no8 baaod on pffim 






Portable TV with h ; "
division:’TANDy'','' V' '■’'/''"■'■
, .'ELRCTnONics limited;: ';v'.F
Glen: Meadows
Golf /ft Cdiintiy Cliik




I ■ »fi,30o4 Offer mid our ,
: |hd gapips -rr )lie TRS-fiO Col>
our Computer,
b'< H ''-u
Olftce 65G-3136^ Pro Shop 65B-392I 
-.1050 McTawlsh'IW^,'; /L...
siDWEY accjnoNics Hours daily
2-196 Beacon Avt) Jlirihey. l.fC, . Q.rvOn P M
«iD-1) WO 6771 VflL, 1X3 irUlII. W %I va.1U ; r. IVI
,,Coiool©li^.<Inc,:of:T??iopOon'o,,.,,,,, 
Equlpnicnt & Ariswerlng U nits 
/Avallablo,
. Intiiodos iiod iciptm
Aiwn ,1 tanwy Htw«yiaFrtlv« «nnni| I ■■
II iMjlutmil ii»»i ]
All «'*m« Ai* tuib|«il la prior : ult im Wty ■rwl Im
. .,il *tliiittfi»», 111* #(* (iul,l,*uit*
for typDdfflpHiiiii »i'reni; Hta. llUtrW :ilfHHMn»rti»jf*, ■ t-fic;
' „ vpiopitiiv: <1* jAMy fcemor# * ■:':Hon, TA a GMCtipplAi wknei.-:
;< 'i'L';. '"Ra flUU HlJkl-^ud 4'iWlkir I" ■•■'I' i
-I" r-vr:; 1;. .■■■ L' ',.1.
_____ _ ^
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They offer only one game at Sidney’s outdoor 
casino but there is something for every kind of 
bettor. One of the reasons harness-racing has done so 
well at Sandown Park is that hunchers, numbers 
addicts and students of form get continuous en­
couragement. ■
The big thing in horse-racing today is the big 
payoff, and Sandown has been providing much 
quick-riches excitement with mutuel returns which 
tend to suppress fears that things might get worse 
because getting even may be only a $2 wager away.
It could have won as much as $15,831, so far the 
biggest payoff of the meeting. There has also been a 
$13,887 srike, and one day there were four winning 
tickets worth $8,171 each.
Those are Super Six figures but every day has 
produced juicy easier-to-get rewards. After 25 days, 
the daily double, which has had returns as high as 
$823, was averaging $126 and Triactors, despite only
one four-figure payoff, were averaging close to $400. 
But the most amazing figures of all have been 
produced by the Exactor, which only requires the in- 
order selection of the first two horses in each race. 
With one return of $2,025, another of $1,390 and 
triple-figure payoffs in 52 other races, the Exactor 
average after 263 races was a hard-to-believe $90.
And for those who disdain the exotic betting to 
play it straight, double-figure win prices were posted 
97 times in the first 263 races. Included were a $90 
winner, five payoffs of more than $50 and 13 others 
of more than $30.
It would be wrong, however, to conclude that there 
has been no form at Sandown. There are matching 
figures for those who base their wagering on past 
performance, breeding, post position, driver and the 
competition. Sandown’s first 25 days produced 99 
winning favorites, about one-third of them odds-on 
choices. The percentage of winning favorites is 37.6 
and the on-board percentage 68, and those are more-
than-acceptable figures at any race-track.
♦ * >)'
BREAKAGE: The mutuel total at Sandown is 
about six per cent ahead of the figure for the first 25 
days last year . . . the big Exactor returns have 
brought interesting figures for numbers players. 
Playing No.5 to the board in every race would have 
brought a meet profit of about $1,100 and with 17 of 
the 56 combinations showing a profit, a numbers 
player had a 30 per cent chance of success . . . Mike 
Evans, who has had the best percentage for some 
time but didn’t qualify for the competition because 
of not averaging at least one drive per day, is the new 
driving leader. He had II wins in his first 25 drives 
and at .532 after Sunday’s racing was well ahead of 
Keith Linton, who led in wins with 29 and had a .391 
precentage rating. Bill Davis, with 21 wins, was third 
at .372 . . . Linton had harnessed 25 winners to lead 
trainers. Tim Brown had 17, Doug Perdew 16, Joe 
Hudon 12 and Dave Smith and Phil Coleman 10 each
iii
. . . after 25 days 402 horses had gone to the post at 
least once and 46 of the 63 drivers who had driven at 
least once had been in the winners’ circle . . . the 
weekend produced the second and third two-minute 
miles of the meet. Willow Adour raced home in 1:58 
3/5 on Saturday and Ima Go Man A rushed up to 
win Sunday’s feature in 1:59 . . . there are 23 horses 
at Sandown with career earnings of more than 
$100,000 and more than 20 horses which have won 
races in less than two minutes . . . another oddity for 
numbers players is that playing No. 1 both ways in the 
daily double (all to 1 and 1 to all) every day would 
have netted more then $1,000 . . .16 Senga horses, 
bred by Alberta’s Brad Gunn, are at Sandown this 
year and in a combined total of 86 races have 14 wins 
and 12 places and 14 show finishes. By comparison, 
the 15 Holridge hor.ses, from John Hollingsworth’s 
Richmond establishment, have a combined total of 
four wins, 10 place and seven show finishes in 66 






This summer there are two swim programs. The Piranha 
; Summer Swim Club at Panorama Leisure Centre and the 
Gordon Head Summer Swim School at Gordon Head 
; Pool. The Piranha club, which started May 1, now has 70 
energetic young swimmers practicing seven hours a week to 
learn the four swim strokes, the starts, turns, and to 
acquire some fitness.
The program’s emphasis is on skill development, with a 
chance to compete against swimmers of the same age. The 




several years coaching under his belt; four years with the 
Kamloops Summer Swim Club and three years with the 
Victoria Olympian Swim Club.
Edwards has attended a world coaching conference and 
a Canadian coaching conference, and he is presently 
pursuing a degree iri sports psychology.
There are four asistant coaches helping out with 
swimming this summer — Ashley Meerloo, Bill Winram,
^ Shelly Cuppage^ and Angela Mafquardt. Meerloo, a native 
of Great Britain, has coaching experience at home and in, 
Canada. While in Britain Ashley earned himself top spot in 
the college circuit for the 100m butterfly and a Bachelors 
Degree in Sports Physiology. He is currently working on 






for the past two yers and has worked at many UVic swim 
workshops. Prior to working with Victoria Olympians he 
was one of their nationally qualified swimmers as well as 
swimming for UVic Vikings while attending school this
Cuppage has been helping out at UVic swim workshops
John Fram, Jr., of Glen 
Meadows captured second 
place in the Victoria junior 
men’s golf championship 
with 69 in; the final round 
held J une 24 at Cedar Hill 
-- finishing eight strokes 
back of Victoria’s Terry 
Budzinski. ^
Fram finished the 36-hole 
tourney with a 144 Tptal, 
edging Paul Dryden of 
Victoria by one stroke,; 
Budzinski fired a two- 
under-par 65 and easily won 
the tournament with an 
impressive total score of 
136.
Brian Wallace of Glen 
Meadows took the divot
for the past two years, and enjoys working with younger 
swimmers.
division (14 arid under) with 
a 155 total.
»0®ri-to-Tahie Dinhefware 




j Casual Dining SariQoSloneware 
I in bright & boautilul riesigns,
V liatili piece higlifired^^ produce 
durability v^/ith beauty to last 






suggested lotail price: ■




No. 107 • 2506 Beacon Ave., Sidney






Wed. June 29 to Sat. luls(2,1983
Home of SUPER savings!
In Downtown Sidney
Across from Sidney Hotel
STORE HOURS: 
DAILY 8:30 - 6:00 
THURS., FRI. 8:30 - 9:00 
SUNDAY 10:00 - 5:30





FROZEN YOUNG 3-' ■ $



















BONELESS CHUCK CROSS RIB
miMER MEATSPECIALS
PREMIUM












































HONEY 1kg. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .









































































SALAD BAR BRAND SPECIALS
HOTist SiliitT'rwIt Silirl, 8»i«, Trio Sil'id;'"'
CMik Pen iw) Piminio, Com Sohd,
Be«U. Onioni, Cioutont, 
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Elric crews aboard
I By MURRAY SHARRATT
j As Canada 1 spends the summer months racing off the 
I'coast of Newport, Rhode Island, in a bid to reach the 
^September final in yachtings most prestigeous prize, 
i America’s Cup — no local person is more excited about the 
I event than Sidney’s Bent Jespersen.
j His 21-year-old son Eric is a member of the 11-man crew
j aboard Canada 1 — Canada’s first entry in the triennial 
yachting competition in 102 years.
Eric of 1001 Fifth St., Sidney started sailing at the age of 
; four and sailed in his first Swiftsure at 13 and raced with 
Phil Leitch in the 9-metre world championship when he 
was 16.
It was Leitch’s suggestion to Vancouver yachtsmen- 
dentist George Wilkins — who was in charge of recruiting 
at that time — that won Eric a spot on the team. He was 
: invited to attend a training camp in Florida about a year 
: and a half ago and spent last summer training in Newport 
i until August when he returned home to work for his 
father’s boat building business located at Van Isle Marina 
; in Sidney.
Then last fall Eric was sent to Ontario for three months 
; to help boat designer Bruce Kirby finish Canada 1. And at 
Christmas it was back to Florida for more training before 
moving up to Newport where the crew has bee since April. 
^ The 19-metre-long sleek white yacht with a red strip 
running the length of the hull has had it’s problems in the 
opeing series. The mast which snapped during a training
session May 28 was blamed for Canada I’s slow start. 
Organizers estimate the new mast will cost $1 million. 
Canada 1 has a win-loss record of 5-6 as of June 25.
Canada 1 meets the other six entries from Britain, 
France, Italy and Australia twice in the opening series, 
with 20 per cent of points scored towards the final selection 
of a challenger to the defending United States yacht.
A second series will be held at the beginning of July with 
yachts meeting each other once and 40 per cent of the 
points scored counting.
Bent and wife Jannie will travel to Newport July 3 to 
watch the second round. A third series is scheduled early in 
August with 100 per cent of the points scored going 
towards selecting a challenger. The best of seven final will 
begin Sept. 13.
Eric, who attended Sidney elementary and Parkland 
schools, first look an interest in America’s Cup when he 
was 11-years-old. On a trip to Europe he purchased a book 
on its history but never dreamed that some day he would 
race in it.
His father is confident Canada 1 will finish on top 
during the preliminary rounds. If Canada 1 was to emerge 
victorious out bf a demanding summer-long process of 
racing it would still have to face the best of three U.S. 
vessels in a best of seven final.
And the U.S., which does not select a defender on the 
basis of points but rather on promise, has never lost the 
cup since 1851.
Dave Toohey and Vivian Davies were in fine form June 25 taking Glen Meadows mixed doubles in 
straight sets. Murray Sliarrat! Pliofo
Long game
Ken and Lynne Milne
could not match the play of 
Dave Toobey and Viven 
Davies — losing the Glen 
Meadows mixed doubles
' The Marine Services Section of the RCMP have stepped (i) one approved B1 fire extinguisher. final in straight sets — but
up inspections of commercial fishing vessels to ensure (ii) one fire bucket. ihe husband-wile com-
■ compliance with the Collision Regulations and the Sn'iall (iii) if fitted with cooking or heating appliance that binatipn did gain some 
; Fishing Vessel Inspection Regulations. burns liquid or gaseous fuel, a second B1 fire extinguisher satisfaction in winning
Major areas of concern are: failure to display proper day is required. perhaps.one of the longest
; signal^whUe engaged in nshinE.improper lights displayed, in tlie hislor
. expired nares. non-approved jt^ou^, discharged trolling or trawling, must exhibit: . , i t , ^
extinguishers, and non-approved lifejackets ^ - l„o all-round lights in a vertical line, the upper being _ The contest winch began
; During inspKtions of fista^ will and the lower white. By day, a shape consisting of two
1 make sure the following regulations, are complied with. 1 .ones with their apexes together in a vertical line one above ''‘'ediiled to end
the same day was in-




t The following regulations applrto every other; a vessel of less than 20 metres in length may , , . : . . , ,
. under 15 tons gross,.and under 12.2 metres (40 feet) ^ exhibit a basket- ■ terrupted by ram . and.
‘ length- m.,teaaot this shape exhibit a basket, delayed for a week. It was
® An approved lifejacket for each person onboard. - when there is outlying gear extending more than 150 all tied up at deuce during
•One approved lifebouy with 27 metres (75 feet) of line metres horizontally from the vessel, an all-round white the first game of the second 
attached. '‘Sht or, by day a cone apex upwards in the direction of the set when the rain came.
•Six approved self-igniting red flares in w'ater-tight gear; The Milnes finally won
container. ' - when making way through the water, in addition to the that game, but Toobey and
•Open construction vessels require.one fire bucket. lights prescribed.in this paragraph, sidelights and aster- Davies came storming back






A Sidney member of the 
No. 5 B.C. Field Battery 
RCA walked away with two 
; trophies at the Blair Shoot 
; : June 4 and 5, an annual;
' i small arms competition at 
; CFB Chilliwack involving , 
all units of Militia Area 
' p3.oi f ic
Mark Lynam, 20j of 2123 
if Colihwood 'Rd. took the 
! T^^ Shot Militia Area 
Pneifio Trophy -■ in- 
compelitiori with 
; contestants firing a specific 
number of rounds with a 
: .' Standard i military7 
Vrinc''L''~L).)and';d.h^
Trophy for high snap 
aggregai e^using-Kthe ■ |athc 
with all Vountls 1 
targets cxpbsed 
only for short duration.
Lynam was also a 
member of the field battery 
team which won the 1 Sth; ;
Plate-'Team‘Tr.orih y>.i'.The 
team.':':--'Lv Eynharn,W,b.
Wayne Killeen, Sgt, Biucc 
Sheppard and Gunner 
Thomas Nunn — was given 
a number of rounds in an 
attempt to knock over 
^ The team knocking 
; . over the greatest number of 
. plates is winner,




at the Blair Shoot.
car winner
Helen Atkinson of 
$idn«y:A"'was>''amdng,.; lucky 
i winh'eri,; h't ■■ the: .S'uper
9 AM . 9 PM WSONDAY TO FRIDAY
Prices in effect 9 AWi^e pm Saturday
4rollpak::",".::."v.y.
900 ml.... . . . . .
50 mL .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. 2PAK,,, *, *», • *, * • • •, •,1., •»'»v.i * * * ,*
700g. I .......................... .
48’sREG,0RDE0D.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
IRIlEGlULAR • > • > • > • •• < * * • • * •' • *
•:02C)10,jReg.:$28i98:Tne absolute best exteriqij; 
acrylic latex. Bright 
white, non-yellowing, 
resists peeling,
: c rac k i n g & cd ve rs i n ;
• one coat. Ideal for 
exterior wdbd; masonry ^ 
^&:'stiJcco;LL-.';::-'-:V':::'y
INTERimmTERlQR
01143. Reg, $23,98. Interior/exteridr latex 
with a low sheen, 
durable & scrubbable.
; Ideal for heavy traffic 
areas & exteripr areas 
where a mar resistant: 
finish is desired, 4L
■ , :.'L
♦ » ♦ ♦ f I 4 t t • » • I
CHECK OUR NEW low 
everyday PRICE ON ALL r » t ',"* '» "l , 9 ■ • ■ V'*.: »' ,♦ ;•
drug store neefis.
ih
, car bonus held Maj' 29 and 
K ttow ownci of GM pitiiid 
l^rixsauto.




ClBBulc Styling In high ciunlilv wlcksr, ' ''
A pee, oroupinfl with cuahions heo, *S00 99.
TUB CHAIR
SturOy, varniohod H comtorfabift.
HANGING BASKET CHAIRS}
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20 kg bags 
Top Quality 
Coop Feeds

















3/4” £000 1 SHE
ONLY









ALL PURPOSE FERTILIZER 
20 kg bag ............ ea.
12-4»8
LAWN PAK 















2x4x8’ UTIUTY : ... > 
2x4x14’C&S HEM ... 











89' 6 FT. HIGH
12'
3’WIDE . .. 
4’WIDE ... 





0IC^a.a':s.a • a. ONLY
;green:cross
PRENllUfVI WEED a FEED 









(88 lbs.);. ..bag '
ProtSts and beautifies the wood
Solid or semi- transparent in redwood 
' cedar or walnut ' ’’ ®
H 4litre ..................................














SELECT GRADE : : ^
3/4x10 BEVEL ............ft





Solid; or'semi-transparent colors. 
In-stock gallons.'^; .




4 litres . : v
LAWN BOY 20” GAS
LAWNMOWER
; Features a reliable 2 cycle engine, wash-put port , stur­
dy?” wheels, 3 positiorv wheel height adjustment.; ?
Reg. 199.95
$■1 iSfilSS^v
' Lightweight, efficient fertilizer 








bo-it-youi'sell, ready to assembled Shelves, hooks; - 
■windows or insulation all :easily installed. Features, ;v:i;; 
L/'e’*; ;tteadrppitv,;;.t1ppr,;. Iloor, ■ siding and •.cedar ;;;; 





12” thickness planorand 6” jointer all in 
one machine ^ ^ ^ ^
Reg. $1999.00 £tll K
-SALE;:.^:v:.:;::.^l
ALL IN STOCK
’V; WflOdcaief'tifAhdtrlmriiors n:wko;easy,vtforkvOi trim- 
ii'ing it, odglnc) choics. AH carry a one-year iimilcd
y:w^rraiily;:T|t)L()C!h-cbthniprpiaLuse],i:;afe; douw 
sulated & CSA aprovod If it doesn't say 
Woedeater, il's |usi annilu'r irimmr^r
sB” Non-Automatic n
^ Electric'Trimmer^
24” WIDE 50 FT. ROLL
SUPER PRICE .... .... .V : . . ROLL
GARDEN
off:;-':;:
ANY LOPI OR FISHER UNTIL : 
JULY 15 ?83
28^ ’ HIGH 50 FT; ROLL




































Memory phone Holds , 10 ntjirib'fifs |n.hteimo/y (or 
instant redial ol your choice ol 10 numbers.
SALE
; GREEN....... I................. ........................ . .$q, yd.'
BROWN I......... (........ t. (• I. I,, SQ. yd. ^
'5/16''v.,.:'r.".i.,;'. sq.yd.":'
CALEDONIA HILLS y<
Rofl. 18,95 8q, yd.......................................... SALE sq. yd.
PRISMA $
Rofl, 19.95 sq. yd.......................................... SALE »q. yd.
FRANCHISED DEALER -- SLEGG LUMBER LTD.











It’s unpretentious restaurant on 
Pat Bay Highway — but it may 
make the Guinness Book of 
Records.
It’s been broken into 31 limes 
with an estimated loss of $75,000 — 
no insurance payout after the fourth 
break-in — but owner Mike Lewis 
has come up with a way to capitalize 
on his misfourtune. Like a name 
change.
Exit the Terrace View Restaurant.
Enter The Break Inn, along with 
framed cops and robber stories on 
the walls and burglary tools.
And the menu is meant to amuse 
as well as tell customers what there 
is to eat: There are “hot” items like 
the Break and Enter (steak sand­
wich), the Smash and Grab (ground 
steak spiced for the suspecting 
victim) or the Overniter — a fresh 
baked bun, sizzle cooked pattie, 
jailed with the works. An 
“editorial” tells customers “We’re 
here to serve providing we were not 
I robbed tot night:”
Lewis hopes the unique name 
I change, decor and humor will give 
the business the break: it needs: And ; > 
he’s submitted the Story on the >
; break-ins to the Cjuinness Book of 
,< Records and hopes it will lead to a 
“ spot on the popular That’s ; 
Incredible television show.
back Jack
Restaurant owner Mike Lewis with new sign designed to attract customers.
Peggie Rowand Phol«»
The 35-year-61d Lewis says he
' believes prospects are bright. “We When Marie Wallace applied for
won’t quit, we vvon’t back down. a Terry" Fox scholarship she w'as
" It’s just not in our blood.” He says “hoping” but didn’t really expect to
i he and wife Debra just have to work be named one of the 32 winning
:1 harder and adds success isn’t youngsters out of the 3,500 who
ffliimaifino mUMrin nnr>lif»rt nnFr><;<5 r'anada '■ ' '-
Jack Arnaud has no difficulty in 
proving his point that Keating ridge 
has a better “micro-climate” than 
much of the Saanich Peninsula land 
in the Agricultural Land Reserve.
The facts are set out in a bulletin 
issued by the provincial en­
vironment min''.try in 1980, titled 
“Saanich Pi . "Mia Spring-Time 
Freeze Risk.”
Maps in the lulletin indicate that 
on the ridge there is no risk at all of 
frost damage to strawberries, 
potatoes, apples or Douglas fir seed 
trees.
Much of the intensively-farmed 
area in the McHugh Valley, on the 
other hand, shows a medium risk of 
frost damage to potatoes, a medium 
to high risk for apples, a high risk 
for strawberries, and a high to very 
high risk for Douglas fir seed trees.
But there is nothing unusual 
about frost-free areas being zoned 
for uses other than agriculture. The 
urban areas of Brentwood Bay and 
Saanichton have almost as good a 
rating as Keating ridge, and so does 
partof the Keating Industrial area:
The key factor in the whole 
matter is eleyation in relation to H 
nearby land. Spring frost damage 
occurs on clear calm nights when the
air hear the earth cools rapidly.or new shoots are likely to
Jack Arnaud^^ y 
... still battling
: ki g a illio  dollars. * applied across C .- . ' ' ‘-"-
^ And when the phone call an-
iiUlUiCO) , ,“When you overcome________, ... . ...... . .. , v. ,
that’s w’nen you really succeed.” ' nouncmg her win caipe to her home
at 9494 Maryland, Sidney, she was 
Lewis doesn’t seem to be able to overjoyed. Marie had finished her 
work up any more indignation exams at Parkland school and was
about the break-ins. “What would I ready to start looking for a job to
do if I caught someone breaking in? help pay university expenses,
1 think I’d put him to work here.” although she knew her chances were;
, . . slim with so many unemployed.
. The break-ins^began from the 53^000
nme be^purchased (he, restaurant T scholarship --- renewable each year 
November, 1980. There were times ^ maximum of four years or until
when there was no coffee, knives or ^ _ ^as
forks"— and scimetimes no ^ ^, ^ r solved the problem.
And once^oniecme spent four
I Trying ^ break down foe back dooi ^ at the University of Victoria 
I when the front door had been left j^iudying first year sciences and thenV
;Open, " ^ ' "
He says there are other battle's to ' Cblumbia Tor rehabilitation
k be fought. He needs permission for V medicine and likely, a degree iri
'a larger sign and complains if his physiotherapy as her goal. a
;; sign is so shtall people can’t read if^ plenty of cx-
that makes it preUy tougli.” perience already helping people and
r> . » T • ; she’s been involved in rnedicinej one
But he remains optimistic and
be exposed, as well as the tem- 
low-lying locations and perature records, 
accumulates there, while higher There was slight frost damage to 
areas remain relatively warm. potato plants irt the-McHugh Valley
The differences are not great — a in 1976 and 1978, but the most
range of only four celcius degrees in recent severe freeze was in 1975,
Central Saanich from the highest to when the minimum tenipierature at
the lowest — but they can be the airport fell to seven tenths of a
critical. degree below freezing on May 23,
Apples, strawberries and fir trees There was extensive damage to
suffer damage in the blossom stage, potatoes, beans, corn, tomtoes and
while with potatoes it is the emerg- strawberries as a result. • ' '
ing plants that may be damaged. There are three small areas in the
Because the layer of cold air is very McHugh Valley and a larger area in
thin, temperatures can be two or foe Hagan Creek drainage where
three degrees colder right at ground temperatures can be expected to be a
level, than they are
ground, where
l l,  four feet above degree higher than at the airport. 
’ ’ ;r  the test iher- Average date of the last spring
f’rpp7p t hCrp i. is CM 3* atmometers are located. eeze e e i arch 3; at
The bulletin deals only with the Saanichton it is April 17, and in 
four crops. In calculating the risk it parts of the McHugh and Hagan 
takes into account the date at 9.
A parade is set for July 1, moving Osbourne says there will not be any
off at 11 a.rn; down Resthaven and prizes awarded in this year’s parade
Beacon; Sidney Kiwanis are cooking buc to a late start in getting
cWiictior. anrt nanpai^p hr^nkfaci otganizcd.: v T pbradc on ihc'^ 1a sausage and pancake breakfast 
outside Sanscha — president Dennis peninsula dates back to the late
Varge says the club cooked 1'600 1890s and although time was short
breakfasts in 1982 — and there’ll be the RoyarCanadian LegionySidhey ;
Marie Wallacc/hdppy with Terry Fox scholarship:
I'fgljk* Rowand Plipio
^iiMTihlbhk'lMKinessin 30 zodiac football all day off Beacon branch; the Army; Navy and Air T
Hnv/c ThViippnf'Pfi restMiinnt seats two summers shc's been helping oul at Queen Alexandra i
T' t. . t c • tinnHipannprt Hospital for Children. were determined to gT
an-\ and fitness. She competed for says something going,
rim years in national competition
Slimmer, in ‘
' a'm^'lfo^fo fo^'^He^Tumd'^c’hcd
i g.rn.-iu,3a p.rn. ^ ^ diis dicapped people and it seems to run
i ougias i cyorc o^ pc|fu,rani sn nicr, in the family, llcr older sister, rhythmic gymnastics and was bn Ihday cake to be catch 2 pan. at holding ojxh house --^ g
And site’s been a volunteer Patricia, 20 is at nnrsing school. Parkland’s swim team, competing Sanscha Hall and she’s hoping to marching units invited — at ANAF,
. and predicts he li aitiact ate cii c ., worker at Snanich Peninsula Criteria for Terry Fox .scholar- provincially for two years. line up bingo, an antique car .siiow headquarters on 4ih St. Sidney and
And he says that although The Hospital’s physiotherapy depart- ships is based on a demonstration Mtirie is the only person on and some games for children. there’s another open house ai the
I Break inn caters to everybody, mem since last November and did of ideals, qualities of cili/enship and Vananiver Island to be awarded Sidney Bakery is making ilie big Legion Hull, 1660 Mills iW
j “miserable, negative people arc not the same the previous year at Gorge humanitarian service and excellence the scholarship and one of four in cake, dancini;dancing and entertainment at both
*’ "v welcome," Hospital. Aiul before that bti was ' iiTacad^ B.C. Parade marshall Phil (Ozzic) loctions,
How do you respond to someone who ignores y< 
rights by pushing ahead of you?
bur;;'-:?; giving exaggerated compliance to the rights of those above The aggressive person is expressive and not only stands 
you. up for his/her rights, but ignores or overpowers the, rights
Do you get aggressive and push hack? If we accept that most behaviour is learned, we mu.st of others.
^ Do you go jiassive and ,s(cp back? hck nowlcdge I hat process will be affected by otir individual I'hc goal of the assertive ixTson is to cornnuinicalc — to
()r do vou om for belutvinu asscriivelv atul deal with that ’’V ciiltiiral and emotional pressures, be both cxprc.ssivc and receptive in hoiKvst, respectful, and
■ .TrcTT ^ ■< : by^ bur understanding about the expectations others have appropriate waysbHow and wheriTo do this is the cruri*
person/
Since 19 /0 there has hcciva deluge ol^ddiUonal popuiai |j,,,j,j^,jj,P^^ j^ cornplicatt; this further, each society is foot seven and drunk as a tiger, it is certainly in ydtir best 
ychological hooks on asscItiyentrss. Those ol excellence of vviiat is acceptable jijicresl 'tq evaluate the issues:of personaFsafeiy in con*ps t
Helen '0;c based iipon the lollowihgassuinptions; - bchaviour.^^^^^ ; Junction willv asserting your personal rights, What may in
■ A of all people Quite a niimhcr bf lines to follow and vve haven’t even one sitimtion be a very terrific solullonToay lo «nolhcr l)e
; WaHer; arc of ctiual vahie. l1tcicforc, ;no perspn has the right to beguil to draw tlK harmful or hurtful.
s ',' ^ 11), u advantage ol another. picture is .so coinplicatyd and tangled that giving up trying The core of this process is deciding, not just reacting out
** •Behaviour i.s learned-- assertiveness is a set oflcarncd 10 figure it out would be a luxury! -.4'/« -..1*.../..
A,.- . A,.aa.:.::;"::i,:_:.a ...... .......:...v::........aa.4,,ii..a a:-';a:A,a , a a, , a,a.' ^, a;, aa. a,'a.a,,aaa. :,a::. ........... . .... .............. , .... ................ .............. . . , ..... ........................................ ., .......... aa;.. a.,..I ::p,:A.A. ,,,T:at()tudes. valu,es conuniinicatiotv;skills.;b:(b,",'AA::'A'bb>A:''-:,b:A;,Tp'bamJ'uO-k'‘ib''foc''bHsic1Vamevvdrk'%iiat"is asscrb'bcburscTjMl:::rsubstitute
When waiAIlK liril ^ '''b‘”" A livbcssTlbUiiw pwson Is oniiWho Is nblc.lobbcss
,u.v«M.-Miiw,inv ^rtec'kAa'd reel CXfireSSlOU of that'know edge;.'a ^aiaal a a' -V,a":: a',',a'ai.. '.''a,.a:iiaa'a_ja__._,,^ a.;,a, ■ .a; aa'a'aa.i’:. a,aaaaaaa.aa,'aAa A^!A,y:AA.A.A v.a.,a,a.,^^^^ A,^.A’Cm wu wo jnsi
•Tni^n^i rminbr Jit oiTl (Hat wasn’t tosiefnlly iMxpared, or his/her behaviour, exercising individual incket to pcrRonal frecdoni is notTmiomancanyA tran*
I^amilinr siiifj everyday fraustrations that arc toe others. arid developing way of livhig puriiyes: Iking assertive i
: hittPiOtirti :i <uu rpnilv hi’e threatenintt. but. like salt water : Ah yes, you say, biJi itU not,that siin(<le, And . , . . .^,„ i'>»liet oFexcrcisi(ig peisunal choices,,,of exprcssmg.your ;
on'tiu'int'A'n'n slo'wlvcorrodc'v:''"T'''bb'V:A:'A'A''AA;A"yTi;ar<babfoluie!y''^right.r'Nbt:everybhefogrcey'Wil.h''theseN”:";bJbh*«!^.>i<‘nive peoplc :(tfoose''go^ arc to aippense,'gaiit 'iAppgPbfg knsg if yourself,In'''vyays.: that'afo/crcatlvb
(A A yi,„rWAt rU(. bbrWn 70 yl4«W(vn Bftan/OHf AMSumtnioni. In oui; |Cj.lintt
' ' - , rcconni«n ui,U wa:lic»nnn nk»ci.(Ktn:»i A T*’’''.nnwislwd in 9/u. rcconm«n ui,u^^n. Ki. uu:^w.^n^ , ..n- A A A^ AAa
■ Wd, aBcrPyanc^A iwimns arc aboi«Mmi^4^tfn^7W :oi WWi »f no c vnnwnn^^inn^ , ^
■ atairao.dem«r,w.c flalus and re*pondbllli.o* In aparsonal , . a o, ! 7
■ fV^rVdttV WiiVv r ; ^ UV«M pn UU* I *}?»”!' VI UH>>V <f< Xvvv ?** ,A.:,..,
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By Helen Lun^
An exhibition of 
watercolors of Island and 
costal scenes will be held at 
Maples Gallery July 3-17. 
Artist Pauline Pike will be 
in attendance at the gallery 
1-4 p.m. July 3.
Her paintings are a form 
of “soft” realism depicting 
the misty landscapes of the 
coast with old landmarks 
and favorite nature scenes.
Pike studied art at 
workshops and classes at 
Caldeonia College, Prince 
George; with Paul Braid,
If you are a fan of so-called winter vegetables, this is the Edmont on; and Doug 
time of year you should start to think about planting them, ugrry and Robert Sinclair 
I am talking about vegetables like Brussel sprouts, at the University of 
broccoli, cauliflower, winter cabbage, leeks, kohlrabi, /\i5erta.
Suey Choy (of Chinese cooking fame) and those interesting |^gj. work has been shown 
vegetables much more familiar in Europe than here, en- Qucsnel Art Society; 
dive, escarole, witloof and chicory. Gordon Galleries, Prince
The seeds don’t need to go in until sometime in July, but George; St Albert Craft 
now is a good time to look for them. You may be able to Guild, Alberta; Fireweed 
get them from a local supplier, or you may want to send Qallery. Edmonton; Maples 
away to your favorite seed house, but if you intend to start Gallery, Central Saanich; 
your own plants please dO it soon. We like to start ours at Lemontree in Courtenay 
home since it is next to impossible to buy started plants in a ^^^d the Handcrafter in 
nursery at planting time in August and September. Parksville.
Sometimes in July your seeds should be put in either was art instructor for
outside in the garden, or in flats. We use the “flat Malaspina continuing 
method” ourselves since the flats may be moved around. If education department for 
we are going to be away for a day or two the flats go into the last year and conducted 
the shade where they won’t dry out, which means I can painting for pleasure 
sleep at night, riot feeling duty bound to worry about those courses in Qualicum, 
delicate seedlings! Parksville and Nanoose.
Pauline Pike
The artist moved to drawing classes for Sunday. The studio is
Parksville with her family Sturgeon Recreation. located at the corner of
You are still going to need room to plant out your pike says she’ll continue for in 1981 after six years in Gallery hours are 9 a.m.- Keating Cross Road and
Brussels, etc., so as you have rooni come available — when another season teaching in Morinville, Alberta, where 9 p.m. Monday to West Saanich Rd. For more
you pull put the peas for example — the first thing to do is oils and acrylics. she taught painting and Saturday, 9:30 a.m.-5 p.m. information call 652-2102.
dig it over, breaking up the plants with the sharp edge of 
your shoyel and incorporating the whole plants into the 
"soil.
Now to help the green matter to break down you should 
add fertilizer — 20-20-20, 6-8-6, 13-16-10 — whatever, to 
5get things going in a hurryy Rake in the fertilizer and water 
the bed thoroughly, keeping it wet until you are ready to 
: plant: This promotes rapid compostirig during warm 
summer weather so
Hoe out any weeds that dare to show their heads and 
plant radishes or lettuces if you can’t bear to see open 
ground at this time of year. Your seedlings can be planted 
the lettuces, and the radishes eaten if they are
in the v/ay.
Hope that most of you w'ill try at least some of these 
things if you have the space. It is so wonderful to be able to 
go out into your own garden patch and find enough 
vegetables for dinner when there is frost on the ground, 
and vegetables in the stores have gone up in price right out
- -You have no idea how. difficult I find this business of 
talking about vegetables when summer has barely begun, 
but like boy scouts we must be prepared. Hate the whole .
Time now to mulch your tomato plants to keep down the 
weeds. “Himself” went down to the beach and brought 
home half a bag of seaweed (some pebbles and a clam 
shell) and we laid it tenderly around the tomatoes. I threw 
some soil over the top partly to break down the seaweed, 
and partly to keep away the flies. It has a certain pungent 
smell after a few days in the sun.
“Himself” is particularly pleased with his yery own 
dahlia plants this year. He isn’t what you would call a
this may be a start, especially if these
dahlias do well.
We are somewhat cramped for space, and dahlias get 
huge; the garden is shady and dahlias loye sun, so we have 
ended up with the dahlias in pots at the back of the 
vegetable garden. Gives the place a touch of class. He has 
put each tuber in a four-gallon pot, filled the pot with 
compost, and sunk it about eight inches deep in the soil, 
driving a long stake in behind the pot to hold each plant as 
'::r;r::.v':':.::h:-grd\vs tall.
This may prove to be almost the ideal method of 
growing dahlias since unless vve have a really dreadful 
winter they should be able to be left right in these pots 
outside in the groimd. They should have perfect drainage,, 
and if we cover the pots completely vvith soil, and then 
mulch with hay they should be warm enough notto ficezei 














PANTS ON ALL OTHER




•PUIN SKIRTS JULY 4th
?ftNd\v’sa)(reat: tiiiih 
beautify your home's e.Kterior witlj 
ii OfynipieOvercoat or Stain; l^ir •
every d-lil re container of Olvrnpie you 
I)iiy, well Kiye you a tliree dollttr bill gtHttl lovvartls ;; 
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Ride on miniature steam engine was lots of fun for some people who turned out to celebrate Saanich Historical Ar­
tifacts Society summer fair June 18 and 19.
The second annual election 
of the women’s auxiliary to 
Resthaven Lodge was held 
June 16. Incoming officer 
for the year include 
Florence Gray, president; 
Hazel Woods, vice- 
president; Joan Martin, 
secretary; Alice Wallace, 
treasurer. All these women 
either worked or were on 
staff at the old Resthaven 
Hospital.
Retiring president 
Kathleen Piper was 
presented with a gift of 
appreciation on behalf of 
her work for the auxiliary 
by Hazel Woods, vice- 
presidentelect.
On June 5 a “tying on” 
ceremony and presentation 
of 80 hand crochet cushions 
for the dining room’s hard 
backed chairs — made by 
auxiliary members — was 
made by the president to 
manager-administrator Dan 
Rippon. It w'as agreed they 
will make a comfortable 
and colorful addition to the 
lodge’s attractive dining 
room.
As a closing donation to 
the Lodge — prior to their
summer recess — auxiliary 
members presented the 
administrator with a 
propane barbeque for use 
by food service staff and 
for summer outdoor eating 
for residents and staff.
The auxiliary apologizes 
for a mix-up and om- 
mission of some names 











Depend Of I Sands
Undertaking .Society 
membership fee 
applicable toward our 
SERVICE
®5 day sessions irom 
•July 11th to 15th 
•July 18th to 22nd 
•July 25th to 29th
August Sessions 
available as well
•8:30 a.m. to 12:00 noon 
' •Daily instruction on
riding & horse care 
•Please register early to 
avoid disappointment






Marriage is apparently back in fashion, according 
to current statistics, after the institution fell into, 
some (
where the laws were less strict. The general rule is 
that the law's governing marriage are determined on
The revival of marriage may pose some problems 
for society! since some of pur moral values have 
changed over the last two decades.
The basic law has not changed, however. A couple 
must still have banns read on two consecutive regular 
days of vyorship in a church where the couple live, or 
they must apply for a marriage license from’ the 
department of vital statistics.
A marriage licensemust be obtained!at least two; 
full days before the wedding, but it expires after three 
months if it is not used.
New to license applications is the choice of the 
■bride’s surname. Until recently, it was assumed the 
wife would take the Husband’s name. If a w'oman 
decides she is going to keep her own name after 
marriage, she must make the choice at the time the 
license is issued.
One of the things teenagers used to do was rush off 
Ttb thbUnited States and get mar tied: m
Ih other words, if a couple gets married in Seattle .; 
according to the laws of Washington State, then 
British Columbia will recognize that as a legal 
marriage, even though it would have been invalid if it 
had been performed in B.C. !: v U
'. This raises an interesting point, becausb pur law - 
says; the parties of a rnarriagemust be of opposite L 
sex; There are some states in the L):S. that allow two ’ 
males to get married. What if two males get married r 
in the U.S. and then come to B.C.; do they have the 
benefit of our marriage laws? That’s a case that 
would probably have to be tested in our courts. V;
5L'but’"'
it is permitted in some areas of the U.S.' British**^'
Julie Margaret Bryant of 
North Sanaich is one of 489 
students to receive bachelpr 
degrees this year from 
Colorado College. Ms. 
Bryant received her degree 
summa cum laude in 
geology . She is the daughter 
of Alan and Audrey 
Bryant, 634 Lands End 
Rd., North Saanich.
Colorado College, 
founded in 1874, is an 
independent liberal arts 
college in Colorado 
Springs.
governed by the state in which it is performed—- but 
there are misgivings about w'hether that’s ap-
;prppriater L 
; Law Society of British Golumbia
Some 350,000 B.C. children aged six to 14 years will be 
able to read! their way ;“Arptind ;B.C,Vln Bopks^ 
summer. Vancouver Island Regional Library is taking part 
I!' in the first ever province-wide summer reading program 
produced by the B.C. Library Association.
Youngsters who visit the library can take home a copy of 
a colorful poster -- illustrated by B.C. artists Doug Tait — 
which includes a list of suggested books about B.C. and a 
;j' place to record books readfStickers will be given out by the
The program runs through July and August. All children 
will recei ve a certificate of completion and some will be 
awarded book prizes at wind-up parties. For more details 
on the program contact tlte Sidney-North Saanich branch; 
of the library at 10091 Resthaven or the Central Saanic; 
branch at 1225 Clarke Road, Brentwood Bay, or call 656- 
■3713'or652i2013.. f'C'LLv
11 Silver Threads centre at 
10030 Resthaven Drive; is 
open 9 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.




I:cards, ; library,; b 
’ovbi^'icivvariciy L;cra If; ■:bh'sseA’:
1 recreational activities,
' languages, trips and mote, 
If you are 60 or belter silver 
;;Threads;would likcrtp hear: 
:!rnfih yR)ii. Call 656^5537,
mmmrnmmmsm
Coming events: July 1 .
,b‘Ceiit!b^blbsedl.\.;f;'clrbp-iiv:
'from 1 -4 p.m,
I July 6 '"“hot lunch.
■ ■ .Inly'! 13;; ;;'--!':';'barbcque;
;;j,,;burfet,.„ !'■?!!
r July 20— hot lunch 
I July 27 —hot lunch : 
HK:';,;Glasscs;havc finished Jbr; 
|l the sbmmcr but meinbys; 
kmay still use facilities at the 
|iip''eeriurc,'''''’
. NO CHARGE CHEQUING, ';
nil vmirV'lic'qucsi nnci make withdrawaU WRhoui ihc usual servicech 
M ;b V > . need fs a nunimummonihiy balance ol $2tip or
INTEREST EARNED EVERY DAY.
EverydayvoiirtbsmsbaUtirt!I«, - ------ ,,
$2,000 or more, you earn HiKh Duly Inieren on all your money - 
And with one accounl worUins (oi you. you'll no loriHcr hav( to iranfiK-r money her 




Haeh eheqvie von wfiu u f.onM:vM'»y%iijr mhhu^vi*.^ ^ t •
a normnal chirjie. J'o chetVy'Jur,balance bf!«.een tiaiemeni daiei yunipiy inquiie aiyour branch:,
Hcre'B a Comrriorce Exclusive lor Senior G(Hnbmaiit-mA‘(>«'>'cuitomr.iy’.BonuR .
inieteii ol W perceniaRe (viiw more ihart ihe Hijdi ‘
Reg' Cole got hi^ hole in 
one Ibis year lune 20 at 
f A rd tno re Ool f Co ti r sc, 11 
J occurred at the eighth hole 
i which is 15Ay«tb^ |po»^ L ;
.CANADIAMIM»»«.niAU,'' liv. 
GIANK OF COMMRROR
ARE CHECKING INTO,#,■. . ■ ,1. .li .. .
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to serve on commission r
By Wendy Laing
By Marjorie Denroche
Does your garden 
produce too much for your 
own personal use? If so, 
why not join in the fun of 
an Outdoor Market at the 
PON Shop, 9781-2nd Street 
in Sidney? The opportunity 
to purchase fresh produce 
on Thursdays between 10 
a.m. and 2 p.m. will be 
welcomed, especially by 
those without tran­
sportation to take them to 
distant markets.
Run by volunteer Patsy 
McAvity, the market takes 
place in the pleasant 
courtyard in front of the 
shop, and will run every 
Thursday from now until 
the late fall. Unfortunately, 
health regulations do not 
permit the sale of baked 
goods canning etc.
- Growers are asked to 
bring their own tables. A 
small percentage of sales 
goes to the PON for 
! support of social services on 
the peninsula.
, However, if green 
•thumbs with surplus 
: produce do not wish to be 
' bothered with selling, then 
; why not consider donating 
: it for:volunteers to sell with 
1 proceeds going to the PON?
V Should there be ariy llef- ; 
>: t oV e rs, " they; ; wi 11 b e 
I delivered to those providing 
: for the needy.
or a reti red teacher;vvith a
The community Recreation department at Panorama 
has an “off-the-wall” agenda planned for the summer. 
This season’s classes are not only more numerous, but also 
of high standard. Variety is a main asset to the any public 
sessions during the upcomining season. Children, youth 
and adult age groups will enjoy the wide range of programs 
with enthusiastic instructors.
Adventure daze playgrounds head the list of youth 
sessions. The.se great outdoors experiences are to be held at 
three school playgrounds; Sidney, Greenglade, and 
MacTavish elementary schools. The three, two-week 
classes are 10 a.m.-3 p.m. Mondays to Thursdays.
Panorama’s Mixed bag daycamps feature two, two-week 
sessions of orienteering/outdoor educationor biking and 
hiking. Warren Jones, Lisa Hartley and Michelle Williams 
head the groups as qualified leaders. Mondays to Fridays, 
9-3:30 p.m. is the time.
In co-operation wilh Sidney-North Saanich Yacht Club, 
the centre presents ./t//7/or 5a/7/«g daycamps. A\ Bosuns 
Mar/rta, two, two-week classes will take place, 9-11:30 
a'-iTt. " ■ ■
Peninsula Recreation’s c/jo/ce soccer clinics are 
offered to children 6-8 years, and those aged 9-12, 
Mondays through Fridays 10 a.m.-2 p.rn:
Greg jRe/d teaches youths the challenging art ol karate 
on Saturdays, 1-2:30 p.m. for students 10-17 years old. 
Jazz classesMxW be active all summerWith Penny Christie 
or Sheila Marshall. Pox preceeding programs, check your 
brochure for details.
Adults play a major part of the summer schedule, thus 
fitness classes wiW run every day of the week. The cen­
trefold to the brochure lists times. Adult jazz and ballet 
classes will be offered as well as co-ed soccer, 7-8:30 p.m. 
Tuesday nights.
KarateAnA Sailing are also adult programs.TFo/wen’5 7’- 
Aa// is a fun sport 10-11 a.m. for a Wednesday morning 
getaway; Fitness Workshops for the summer include: 
Nutritional Needs (Aug 10), the anatomy weights (Sept 
\J), and light weights (Sept 1).
;; So you want some action? Tennis anyone? Every skill, 
taught at each level all week is being scheduled for 
Panorama’s tennis buffs. Rent-a-court too! See page 20 of 
summer brochure for details.
■ Winners for our school flyer colouring contest are: (5-6
North Saanich council 
elected environmental 
engineer Dale Wetter and 
retired wildlife biologist Cy 
Hampson June 20 to serve 
on the environmental 
advisory commission, 
replacing Dr. Ed Owens 
and Brent Warner, who had 
resigned.
A letter from the EAG 
expressed concern about the 
lack of washroom facilities 
at Bazan Bay Park, terming 
it “a potentially serious 
problem.” Council decided 
to look into providing 
portable toilets during the 
summer.
Commission members
were also concerned about 
dredging operations at Blue 
Heron Basin proceeding 
into the summer contrary to 
a recommendation they be 
completed in winter. 
Council members com­
mented that this was caused 
because more rock was 
encountered than had been
expected.
A request for a meeting 
between the commission 
and the council was ap­
proved. One subject for 
discussion will be the en­
vironmental inventory 
project which the EAC was 
to have carried out this 
summer with student
assistance.
Objections from the 
municipal employee’s union 
killed that plan, and the 
EAC now would like 
volunteer assistance from 
residents in order to 
complete the project in a 
reasonable time.
A years) SMiv/j Oc/gers (winner), Mco/os Aw/'z fhon men- 
few spare hours each^week. tion);; (7-8 years) Alistair MacRcie (winnex), Roderick 
■.There are a number of mention; (9-10 years) Lorien Henson
S R R °R t e (dinner), (hon mention) and (11 and
. ^ , t V, 1 • V. over) IFooc/(winner), Go/t///7 Gr/eve(hon mention).
- volunteer tutor to help with . ^ R ■• - . A book of free tickets and two free passes w'ere prizes,refresher or correspondence
• courses. English and Math 
the areas of greatestare;
. need, as they are |
. prerequisites to many .M^a g> a-
: vocational college courses.- 
; 'The public is invited to branch of the Old Age |
, Please .^contac e at the Senior Pensioners’ Organization |
Volunteer. Co-ordinator at citizens Centre, 10030 and spokesman Ernie I
' 656-0134 if you are in- Resthaven July 7 at 1:30 Edwards points out it’s also
: terested in this volunteering p cards, a chance for seniors to get
. opportunitya few hours coffee or tea and con- their Yellow Point bus
nnav P n somcoiie Thc drop-in is tickets
^ sponsored by the Sidney
The drop-in is tickets:
;; b e c p iri e e rn p 1 p y d b 1 e;
tdrhbrrdw.
2 Special thanks to Don , 
Hay of Sidney Bakery for 
; his most generous; con­
tribution of goodies for the 
PC As anriii al general
; meeting held last Thursday;; 
No wonder the bakery is a 





Buses,in the. Gapital: Region ,Tr'ahsit :System : 
will operate ortihe holiday servic0;schedule 
;r’tCanada' Day Friday,-July;! ;:;1983. .2 ; ;
Retnombet to buy your July Bus Boss
tolir
Doug Christicv leader of 
B.C's Western Canada 
, Concept Party, has been 
busily occupied with his law 
practice during thc last 
month but is now planning ^ 
an extensive lour of, the 




i t dpvotlhg i h
will T^hlinue 
prgaiiizing and speaking, us 
well as working for a living, 
until the next election; 
whenever it may be, as well 
us lielping in other western 
elections as they oecuii!.
Leaving Victoria on July 
1, he will travel through 
B.C. nnd Alberta, reaching 
. Etlmontdn on Juiy^^^l 
.;:'2Thallengo;Gordon''Kcsler.;tO', 
debauMhe issue ofW'estern 
Independence,
' Next he will spend July 9
"222''2^2n'^vJu!yd 3 in'5iaskaichewan.'^
l,■'2''■:2^;;::Ju1y-;;::44'’2Tri'22":Julyi:id,8.■;iiT
Manitoba, and July 20 to 26 
in Saskatchewan agnin.:Thy 
latter part of July will be 
spent at speaking 
2" p|((jrchieni S'n2v;Cal gary
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•Peace Lutheran Church Dtmnts J P.i.si? Woi't:
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• Sidney Alliance Chiitch M-isOmk M.ih 656-3Un
NAZARENE
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• SI Andrews-- Rev H J M’Jitoy M.iMjnii H.i
SAANICHTON BIBLE FELLOWSHIP
Kuuhui'i School. 6b‘'.3 Contr.i! SiianH.h t-i'i!
BAPTIST
• Bethel Fellowship fTMu! L H fi.i/'i'.i:!'
yTi'j Mil's Ml!SiUr.oy - , , ■ * ■. ■
• Friendship Baptist Church •• F.''>iof Li'uo Kr.iloM SifsW s Ctoss Fji
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THE CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST, LATTER DAY SAINTS
;,'?10 f .Gh'Utjn S'di'tOy
CATHOLIC
•Our Lady ol the Assumption ■■ 7725 '.Vest S.i.Rv( li Rd 
•SI. Eli/abelh'sChurch—I00;i01hd<t5t -S'(tnev 656-7433
FOURSQUARE GOSPEL
•Sidney Foursquare Church - Pastor 




















UNITED CHURCH OF CANADA
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• St. Paul's
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Every Friday 7:30 p.m. 
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Though Parkland’s last school week started in a peculiar 
fashion, Thursday and Friday were set traditionally. Final 
day of classes was Monday morning, and a natural high 
filled the school. The athletic P.E. class finished off a 
baseball tournament, autograph books were passed around 
and summer plans and vacations were the main topics.
Parkland’s annual awards ceremonies were scheduled 
for the afternoon, but were interrupted as a fire broke out 
in the duplicating room. After the initial shock of being 
ushered outside, parents, staff and students received a 
second blow realizing the alarm was authentic and not a 
hoax.
The ceremonies were to be continued tomorrow as 
students return to obtain their report cards.
Acting-president, Erin Campbell has taken command of 
the 1983-84 Student Council after an irregularity in voting 
recently.
Working with school treasurer Kellie Callahan, Erin has 
already ordered a shipment of Parkland’s school store to
be re-opened in August.
Thanks yous are extended to Christine Kipot and Marie 
Wallace who helped at Operation Trackshoes (han­
dicapped fun sport meet), June 10-12.
Best wishes to Bernadette Upton, who has been accepted 
for the Katimavik volunteer youth service program this 
summer.
Also good luck to several Panthers who have offered 
their time to the Easter Seal’s Camp Shawnigan for 
Handicapped Campers this season.
Miss Ann Langedale (former Parkland teacher) sent a 
telegram from Athens, Greece, offering congratulations to 
the 1983 grad class.
Peter Claassen was awarded most outstanding per­
former in the Parkland Band awards presentations. Peter 
and Tiro Clarke received the jazz award, and smaller prizes 
were issued.
On behalf of the school, 1 would like to thank and 
congratualate our four Saanich project teachers, who 
made their year’s “experiences” extremely successful for 
students and staff alike.
Miss Pam Pepperdine is off to Europe for the summer 
and her employment situation looks very bright. Dave 
Chambers is set to teach in Williams Lake and Terrace 
spells employment for Mike Keenan.
Marriage is in the near future for Miss Denise Graham, 
who completes the four excellent muskaieers.
Next week: A salute to the Panthers and graduation 
ceremonies \vhich were celebrated last weekend.
Full buffet 
for ferries
B.C. Ferries began 
operating a full buffet June 
17 aboard all Swartz 
Bay/Tsawwassen vessels,
featuring breakfast, lunch 
and dinner daily in the sun 
deck lounge directly above 
the cafeteria. The buffet 
meals will be served until 
Sept. 11. Summer sailing 
schedule is effective now 
through Sept. 11 with 
sailings from both Swartz 
Bay and Tsawwassen every 






Final exam week is over and students have finally been 
released from their chains. Many are looking forward to a 
carefree summer while others will be working hard making 
tons of money. We hope everyone has a great summer and 
look forward to seeing them all back in the fall.
As of yet, the poor misguided soul who will be writing 
next year’s Buzz has not been named. While the person will 
not be an heir to the throne, s/he is their to a pen (of sorts) 
and of course s/he will have bestowed upon her/him my 
legacy(coughj Cough’, sputter, sputter).
Many of our graduating students will be furthering their 
education next year by attending various post secondary 
institutions. Out of a graduating class of 120 the following 
number of people will be attending these institutions: UVic 
23; CamosUn 31; UBC 1; BGIT 2; overseas institutions 3; 
Royal Roads Military College 1; Hairdressing 2 and 
Apprenticeship Program i . This represents an impressive 
53 per cent graduating class members who will be fur­
thering their educatidn. Many others will be working for 
the first year and then going back to school; This isja: sigh
because no one else’s French is good enough). The only 
person that can understand his jokes is the other French 
teacher. Miss Rowe, who recently said most of his jokes 
are rather “corny”. (Bilingual pun not necessarily in­
tended).
Mr. Garraway, our loveable principal, had his royal 
interest piqued by the recent visit of Prince Charles and 
Princess Di. He has adopted the royal walk of Prince 
Philip, with his hands behind his back. Unfortunately he 
has his royal terminology slightly mixed up; in a recent
newsletter to the staff he signed it “His Royal Highness.” 
He was recently told that he was going “overboard” 
however, when he bought a boat and named it “Britan-
Saanich Peninsula 4H 
Beef Club members Tracy 
McCormick and Shannon 
O’Reilly placed second and 
third respectively at the 
Regional 4H Judging Rally 
in Port Alberni. The 
youngsters will be 
representing the club at the 
PNE in August.
nia
Rumours are milling around that Mrs. Mailhot, in later 
years, is contemplating quitting her job as a counsellor and 
becoming a manager at Frederick’s of Hollywood in Los 
Angeles. She was reported to have said that “Lneed some 
more zip in my lifestyle” .
'Thoughfof.theWeek:^ /
While at times, writing The Buzz has been a major 
problem, on the whole it has been an enjoyable experience. 
It was a challenge to make uninteresting school events 
come alive. But my major goal was to try and make this 
column interesting and a pleasure to read. I only hope that 
1 have been successful. Thank you reading this column and 
thanks to the people v;ho have given me moral support 
,-vlt hr o'ugh out Ihe Tear
Ed. Note: You did well, Ian, and certainly achieved your
“Your full service pet store’ 
“Your pets happiness 
is our business"
. birds - aquariums
s Ilia I r a n i ina I sT’i/f' (—
tropical listi , : ^ 
pet & horse'supplies
Mon. to Thurs & Sat. 
9:30-5:30 
Friday 9:30 - 6:00
656-3314' ’
: The rest of The Buzzvwill be a tributeTo our teachers at ; 
Stelly’s. My tribute will be in the form of a roast. But first 
of all it should be observed that it is all done infun but not 
necessarily ingood taste”.
If anyone is at all interested, Mr. Syme will be holding a ■ 
workshop in early July on how to “Keep your Beard Cool 
and Clean in the Summer”. Any misguided students or 
citizens with fur on their faces should get in contact with 
this leftover from the dark ages.
Mr. McLean is renowned for his distinct taste in 
clothing; His favourite and most frequent combination is 
an olive green sweater; bright red pants and neon blue 
socks. It’s no wonder that he’s one of those chemistry 
teachers; Biecause of his dress, Mr. Mcliean is said to be in 
the Christmas spirit all year round.
Mrs. Giles bur immigrant teacher from England, will be 
spending three weeks in ah intensive “proper English” 
course to establish the foundations of a Vocabulary; We 
wish her luck as she will be leaving for Southern Alabamai 
" on July 3.-"..V;';';;
During the summer rhonths, a major renovationvyill be 
taking place within the school. U will see all the lockers 
lowered one inch to a four-foot level to enable our vice- 
principal, Mr. Hunter, to see oyer the top. ;
Mr. Mai.s, bur French teacher, has recently completed a 
“How tb be the Life: of The Party” course; The course 
included learning hovv to tell jokes, tell puns and funny 
stories. Staff and students are getting a little tired bf his 
jokes; he’s always the only one that laughs (probably
New Eqiior 
iegislatioii
Addition of the small 
cottage brewery at the 
Prairie Inn may bring about 
an addition to the business 
licence legislationof Central 
Saanich municipality.
A prbposaL intrbducted:; 
by Aid. Ruth Arnaud stateV 
that every person carrying 
on the business of a winery; 
distillery, brewery, or the 
storage, b o 111 i n g, o r
distribution bf alccoholic 
liquors would be liable to 
pay a business licence of 
$50 each six month period 
for the first 200 gallons per 
day, plus $25 each six 
month period for each 
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S Parkland school Qaremont awards
English — top student; 
Gr. 9 - Joe-Lee Bertrand; 
Gr. 10 - Gina Heal; Gr. 11 - 
Gary Schubak, Mary Ann 
Jones; Gr. 12 - Cathy 
Brooks. Excellent effort; 
Rebecca Kraatz, Trevor 




Award; junior - Sharon 
Underwood; senior - Terry 
Wilson.
Social Studies — top 
student; Gr. 9 - Meris 
Williams, Gr. 10 - John 
Longhurst; Gr. 11 - Mary 
Ann Jones. Excellent ef­
fort; Cindy McKellar.
The Gordon Taylor 
award for top student in 
history 12; Neil Hitchen.
Music junior - Lisa 
Crampton, Julie Katagi; 
senior - Russ Ovens. 
Excellent effort; Rhonda 
Wenezenki, Brenda 
Erskine, Su.sie Finlay.
Music citizenship — 
Jacqueline Turner.
Selected Studies [senior 
electives] (Cheques from 
Saanich Teachers’ 
-Association)
■Law —- Nikki Van 
T’Reit; Mathematics Gr. 
9 - Lawrie Eaton; Gr. 10 - 
Gina Heal; Gr. 11 - Gary 
Schubak. Excellent effort; 
Leanne Hegstrom; Cindy 
Headrick; Verna McSween.
Humanities - Cathy 
Brooks; Sciences - Sam 
Demooy; Community 
Services - Jane Spencer; 
Visual and Performing Arts 
- Adam Baxter; Industrial - 
T i m o T is sari /Paul 
Johnson; Cooking - Randi 
Jonasson.
Science — Gr. 9 - Lawrie 
Eaton, Jennifer Champion; 
Gr. 10 - Gina Heali John 
Longhurst, Ted Frackson; 
Gr. 11 - Gary Schubak, 
Zeljko Blazek.
French — Gr. 9 - Tracy 
heal, Gr. 10 - Gina Heal, 
Gr. 11 - Mary Ann Jones. 





Honour roll: Gr. 9 - Mavis. 
Underwood; Gr. 10 - Bev 
Ford; Gr. 11 - Cec
Dickinson; Gr. 12 - Kev 
Elder.
: Home Ecpnoihics ~— 
Foods 9 - Harling Park, 
Tyl ichelle Wilsori. F'dqds 11 - 
Darcy Preston, Andrea 
Etherington. Foods 12 - 
Ruth Fisher, Kim Clifford. 
CAF 12 - Teresa
Prevedoros; HID 
Christina Lorenz; Jr.
' Textiles - Ann Laitinen; Sr. 
Textiles - Michele Blashko, ., 
Pat Fowler; Family Studies 
- Corinne Coats.
Athletic awards—^ Junior 
girls’ aggregate - Rhonda 
Underwood, Junior boys’ 
aggregate - Richard 
Spencer, Senior girls’ 
aggregate - Jane Spencer, 
Senior boys’ aggregate - 
Timq Tissari, Girls’ 
sportsmanship - Kathy 
Dolezalv Boys’ sport­
smanship -s Stefan, Van der 
Boom, Rob F^ilgate;
Commerce — Lower 
Island typing contest 
winners - Russ Ovans, 
David Taylor, Tina 
Doehhel, Karen Monych.
Industrial - Education —
Dwayne Joseph; Com- 
. merclal Foods — iunibrI-— j ior - 
. Denise Sam; senior - Randi 
Jonasson.
Outstanding service 
awards: 1 an Carpenter, Rob 
Filgate, Pam Fox/ Lisa 
Galldway, Dave ^: Tyson, 
Mary I A
McKeilerV ' Gary /Schubak, 
Timo Tissari,Chris Burow.
Student Government 
awards: Tanya Powell, 
Tammy Johnson.
Junior citizenship award: 
.Ann Laitinen; Senior 
citizenship award: Dan 
Girard.
Mark Stephen Ages, 
Christopher Brett 
Anderson, Eric Allan 
Aslett, Greg Auchterlonie, 
Karen Nicole Baart, Susan 
Bailey, Melissa Ball, Lana 
Gail Bakewell, Jose 
Antonio Baltazar, Richard 
Britten Barry.
Michael James Bell, 
Shawn Paul Bennett, 
Amanda Rose Berbeck, 
Denise Lynn Bicknell, 
Bradley David Bowler, 
John Andre Wallace 
Bradley, Jeffrey Wayne 
Bryan, Kimberly Dawn 
Bull, Benjamin Bertram 
Calvo, Alan Alexander 
Campbell.
Gordon Christie Carey, 
Lucy Rosaltine Chee, 
Trevor Scott Christian, 
Peter James Claassen, 
janice Clanton, Donald 
Fraser Clark, Shelley Rae 
Clarke, Tiro Clarke, Karen 
Fiona Close, Leslie Shane 
Collins, Catherine Ann 
Michele Condy, Sally 
Coney, Jerry T. Cook, Tina 
Leslie Coward.
Angela Cramer 
(Lorenzen), Virginia Anne 
Daniels, Catherine E. Day, 
Andrew Bruce Dean, 
Brenda Lynn Demeriez, 
Sean Martin Dexter, Craig 
William Douglas, Siobhan 
Mary Doyle, Christina 
: Lynn Edwardson, Erik 
.■ Egeland.-'V'.'/;
David Carl Etherington, 
Georgina Lou Minette 
Evans, Scott Andrew 
F a t q u h a r s o n; M a r i n a 
Favara^ Denise Feeth^, 
Cheryl Lynn Fletcher, 
Anthony Theodore Floor, 
Nadine Stephanie Fraser, 
Susans Iris German, Karen 
Belinda Gordon, Debbie 
Jeanne Griffey, David John 
Gullason, Scott Haberlin, 
Lisa Hall, Don H. 
Flarrison.
Jeffery' W. Harrison, 
Tracey Ann Harsley, 
Michael Charles Harvey, 
Michael William Harvey, 
Ted Heavener, Robert J.W.
Heber, Evelyne Heeb, 
Heather Dawn Hibberson, 
Kim May Hollingworth, 
Daniel Wain Horth, 
Christine Molita Hor- 
tobagyi, Michael Alexander 
Howell, Carol Hyland, 
Dean Alan Isdahl, Janette 
Eileen Jajcaj, Linda Marie 
Jaki mchuk, Calvin 
Johnson, Joan Maria 
Johnston, Linda Lesly 
Johnston, Wendi Lee 
Jordan.
Jacqueline Anne Jum- 
psen, Susanne Maria 
Klausen, Christine Patricia 
Kipot, Brenda Marie Kipot, 
James Reid Knowles, Jil 
Lorraine Larson, Andrew 
George Laurence, Sara Lee 
(Sanders) Lazarenko, 
Thomas T. Lebbetter, 
Elaine Virginia Lee, Russell 
Eric Lewis, Russell E. 
Lucas, John MacKay, 
Stephen John Malins, 
Robert George Martin.
Daniel Victor Matthews, 
Shannon Lee McAvella, 
Roxane Georgina Eady 
McDonald, Robert James 
Mclnnis, Stephen Douglas 
McLean, Anna- Lisa 
Meikle, Yvonne Margaret 
Melville, Fern Mairghread 
Miller, Mark Stephen 
Miller, Randy James 
Millwater.
Tracy Lee Milton, 
Raymond Randall Mohr, 
Antonio Moniz Jr., Shirley 
Dawn Mott, Shauna Marie 
Mullan, Sherril May 
M u r r a y, R i c h a r d K e r r 
Myerscough, Susan Marie 
Neudecker, Paula Anne 
Newton, Alison Jane 
Nickel. Ronald Layvrence 
Selkirk: ~ N Susan
Dawn Norrie, Thomas 
Scott Nunn, Margaret Rose 
Lindsay O’Flaherty, Kerry 
Michelle Parfitt.
Sharon Patricia Parker, 
Steven Robert Parsons, 
Michael Timothy Pearson, 
Carol Mar ie Pend ray, Mark 
Wayne Pennie, Blair Philp, 
Cathy Linda Pinchback; 
Tina Meota Pitt, Janet
Plimley, Caroline Elizabeth 
Pottery, Susan Jane 
Prentice, Karol Price, 
Richard Leslie Puckett, 
Victoria Anne Rempel, Kris 
Sheldon Roberton.
Philip Ross, Linda Roth- 
well, Phillip Sabbagh, 
Rhonda Michelle Saunders, 
Peter Saville, Chindy 
Schroderus, Susannah 
Lesley Scott, Stephen 
Andrew Scott, Leonard 
Wayne Seymour, Catherine 
Sioban Small, Patricia 
Dawn Smith, Deanna Grace 
Smith, Drew Carleton 
Smyth, Rick Sommer.
Christopher Paul 
Sowerby, Gregory Morriss 
Spicer, Tanis Stark, James 
Warden Stephens, Mary 
Elizabeth Stewart, Hayley 
Sutcliffe, Rebecca Tanner, 
Philip Monte Taylor, 
Angela Ann Thompson, 
Gregory Robert Thorpe, 
Stephen Douglas Tisdalle, 
Shannon Leigh Toby, 
Robyn Tallyn Tomlin, 
Jennifer Mary Underhill, 
Bernadette Marie Upton.
Lorez Valan, Jan Louise 
van der Lee, Dan Thomas 
Varga, Frank Vickery, 
Timothy Richard Wait, 
Marie Deanna Wallace, 
Andrew James Walsh, 
Bernadette Maria Welle, 
Adam Edward White, 
Brian Douglas Wood.
Presentations were made ' 
to outstanding students 
during Claremont’s annual 
awards program June 16.
Citizenship and service 
awards were presented to 
the following:
Top school citizens: 
Brenda Chan, Carolyn 
Borden, Kim Bryant, 
Donna Lang, Catriona 
McHattie, Carolyn Swan.
Service awards: Diana 
Barbon, Michelle Buckle, 
Karen Carter, Bonnie 
Chan, Charlie Cun­
ningham, Bruce Goddard, 
Angela Isaac, Renata Lang, 
Heather Moen, Alex 
Patterson, Leanne Pepper, 
Linda Rebner, Lyndia 
Stewart, Janine Welch, Ian 
Woodcock.
Special awards category: 
the top senior math- 
chemistry award this year 
was split between Tom 
Lightfoot and Brent Weeks. 
Mrs. Eagles, founder of the 
R.A. Martin scholarship 
presented the awards. She 
also presented special prizes 
as follows: physics - Tom 
Lightfoot; biology - Jon 
Paris; electronics - Brent 
Weeks.
The Humanities Book Kelly Neilsen; Sr. Girls’ - 
Prize, given each yer by MP Leanne Pepper; Sr. Boys’ - 
Donald Munro to the Ian Woodcock, 
outstanding scholar in the 
English/social studies area, 
was presented by Mr. Stack 
to John McCarter.
Special citizenship: 
Outstanding Junior Citizen 
award was presented by Mr. 
giles to Bonnie Chan; the 
Les Koch Award, to the 
outstanding grade 11 
citizen, was presented by 
Mr. Booth to Kim Bryant.
Major athletic awards: 
Junior athletic achievement 
awards were presented by 
Mr. Simmonds to Darren 
Copley, Gary Gait, Mike 
Willers, Larry Andrews and 
by Mrs. Lundeen to Lin­
dsay Simmonds, Heidi 
Barlow, Paddy Jaques, 
Lynnie Roy.
Senior athletic 
achievement awards went to 
the following: Anne Brix, 
Rhonda Matthews, Mary 
Stothard, Patrick Eng, 
John McCarter, Jon Paris, 
Stuart Eng, Ted Leonard.
Best all-round athlete 
award went to: Jr. Boys’ - 









,N0 SHOTS'- NO DRUGS
NO CONTRACTS "v
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OPEN DAILY 11 AM lor 
Fine Canadian & Chinese Food 
DINE IN OR TAKE OUT 
812 Vordlor Avoi/ Brentwood B»y
OVERLOOKING y 
; BEAUTIEULyBRENTWOOD BAY 
y'BroaklasI/Lun^
Sunday Bruncii VI:30 and 1:30
7172 Brentwood Drive 652-2413 j
■■
OPEN FROM 5 p.m:
7 DAYS A WEEK :
West Snanich Rrt, hy 
// Royal (Ink'Sliapping Cot
Rosoivaiirins 479-2123J lTAK>S 0^1
HE?
FIH I CHIPS




a.m. -7:30 B.in 981Z - 5ltVjSi.y o»y
,, Brentwood Shopping Coniro
Homaslylc Cooking & Bnkinc) y.: /
L;.; Old fashibnod PriCGS'/-- ■ :■:■;■ ] 
:e^L:.:':iOPEN^:7:DAYS':A:WEEK.";L'''''''
, / /Spoolalizing in 
Chineso & Canadian food
-y'(inijyoyy:;i.ii'yy;.my,(i'''i'(iy:;y
('■ •>.(! 1 Ui t .lit lip* ‘ IP •) I'l >1 St; iP :








Enjoy otir '24-it(irn Salad Bary 
TAKE-OUl DRIJI-'BS 
IN THE BEACON PLAZA mall ' ; 
2321 Beacon Ave. Sidney
656-4822
STEAk . PIZZA A SPAGRETri HOUSE 
Evening BItiIng In 
Fine Moditerraneon Tradition
,' : 1) *.n U nltlniDlKi t; '
■:,,;'':''":P'P|f»l.a'6»t i.M.
&UN. amiDAYIi 4 II.W.-I0 ^
.'ytyy y:'''v oriNro«iUMCH'.''';',y "'"p'-;' 'tv,-
TAKE OUTS 686-55flB - 7
5th A Beacon SIDNEY
CHICKEN. BIS, BUnOERS. SOFTTCH CREAM /
: w '
•12 pcs. Chicken, larie Wedgies, mcd. Coleslaw y
R.,. *14.00.............................. .................................$12.50
986 • 41h Strocl. Sidney i 6516-5331






Mon. to Sat. 8 am to 4 prn 
Sunday 9 ani to 4 m 6SIB-952tl
lor F AMILY DINING
Mon, tOiFrI; 9 nnv - Q pm 
Sat, 9 anMO pm ry Sun, 9 nm-9 pm I
656-4^15 2359 Beacon Avo.
FAMILY DINING
first Mewlfs • Uervlce
li^GOBcacon 6561170 
nmmmrimAmENt
When it Gomes to dihihg out bur readers 
dd mofeThan anyone!; Let:^d 
plan an appropriate advertising menu, 
call today for assistance *
a.
NMUi
:»;■;:!■'I- 'V:y''yy.',y. p 'Pir;:;,






AH cEassified ads must be submit­
ted to our office before noon on IVIon- 
day prior to publication date. We are 
located at 2367 Beacon Ave., 
Sidney. Plione 656-1151.
— - OFFICE HOURS:——
standard Terms
The Review rcsetves the tight to classity ads under apptoptiate headings and to set rates 
theretore and to determine page location.
The Review reserves the rrght to revise, edit, classity or reject any advertisement and lo 
retain any answers directed lo Ihe Review Boi Reply Services and lo repay the customer Ihe 
sum paid tor Ihe advertisement and box rental.
Box replies on "Hold" instructions will be destroyed unless mailing msiructions are 
received; Those answering Box Numbers are requested not to send originals ol documents lo 
avoid ios'
All claims ol errors in advertising must be received by Ihe puhlisher within 30 days ol Ihe 
Inst publication. ,
II is agreed by Ihe advertiser requesting space Ural the liability ol Thc Review in thc event 
ol an error appearing in the advertisement as published shall be Iimilcd lo the amouni paid by 
Ihe advertiser lor only one incorrect insertion loi the poition ol Ihe adverlising space occiiped 
by the incorrect or omitted item only and Ural there shall be no liability in any cveni qicalor 
than the amouni paid lor such advertising.
PENIHSULA DIRECTORY
of PROFESSIOMS, GOODS and SERVICES . . .
EXPERT PRUNING ■ TRIlUMING 
and general gardening.
Reasonable rates. Call 656-5382 
alters p.m. tf
WALL TENT 9x12 w/tloor and 
metal supports etc. Offers to 
S120.Phone656-5834. 2p26
'' V V r * r' ’JK__ao._ r ' ^ ‘ ‘ '
t ACmUW.O't'K’OKG , ] n
9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Monday to Friday 
Closed Saturdays and Sundays
In Memoriam , :.. , .' ,, ., . i
Cards of Thanks .f;. : .2
Notices ., ^: ..... ^ . , ; 3
Lost , . ..... 4 ^
•■Found ' . .. .. ' ., 5 .
Personals :,,. .............:, ... ,,.,. .,.; , .; ,'6
Business Personals
Business Opportunities v ,.8
HelpWanted :...... .......... , g
Work Wanted....... ; . , , , . , , 10
Miscellaneous For Sale . ....... ..... . 1i
Garage Sales : i .:,. ,,: . , ' . ....- • T : . . : . , .12
Wanted To Buy    ..., • :.;. i.. ,. ,.,. .. . '13
.Pets .,. . . ... ' .... . .V. ,•'. . . ,.■.14
Livestock , :, ,.,.......,.., .•, ,, /..15
Farm Produce ,... :..,.,.;......! . , 16
Gardening . . . . , , . . . \ . ■.: . ; , ;. ; 17
Boats & Marine :.: .;... ^,,...::.,., ;,., ;,.,; 18
Motorcycles , .,:,. ,., i , . , 19
FREE ESTIMATES. un­
conditionally guaranteed, 
renovations, repairs, fences, 
sidewalks. Fully experienced in all 
aspects of construction. 
Reasonable rates. Phone 656- 
2283 after 3 p.m. 4p26
LARGE VINYL COVERED swivel 
rocker. SI25. 2 rollaway cots & 
mattresses $100 each. All items 
in excellent condition. 656 -6902.
1 n c 2 6
QUALITY HOUSECLEANING, 27
years experience. Booking now. 
Sidney/North Saanich area. 
S6.00 hr Phone 656-0658. 3nc27
3 ALUMINUM SUNBLINDS,
excellent condition, white & 
green, 8'6",6'6'',5’6”.S250. Ph. 
652-5694. 2c27
ANDY’S AUTO PARTS 
& ACCESSORIES
2412 BEVAN, SIDNEY 656-7281 
Open 6 days a week to serve you,
Mon. 9-5, Tues.-Fri. 9-6, Sat. 9-5
WOOD WINDOWS, DOORS, 
SKYLITES. Largest selection, 
Lowest Prices. Walker Door. 
Vancouver 112-266-1101, North 
Vancouver 112-985-9714, Rich­
mond 112-273-6829, Kamloops 
112-374-3566, Nanaimo 112- 
758-7375, Winlaw 112-226-7343, 
Lillooet 1 12 -2 56 -7 5 0 1, 
Whitehorse 112-667-7332. na-tfn
AVON
To Buy or Sell 
Territories Available 
Mrs. 1. Guenther 
384-7345
ENERGETIC YOUNG MAN
looking for • work in the Sid­
ney/North Saanich area. Willing 
to work anytime. Able to do yard 
or farm work, and willing to learn 
new things. Phone 656-0431. 
3nc2 7,'
MUST SELL EVERYTHING. 4
swivel chair dining suite, classical 
guitar, coffee & end tables, other 
misc. items. Ph. 652-1772. Ic26
COMPLETE SET of ash kitchen 
cupboards. Wall oven & range 
top. 12 yearsold.652-4537. 2c27
ENERGETIC young v/oman will do 
housework for $6.50 an hour. 
Phone656-5931. Ic26
SHERWOOD REFRIGERATION,
air-conditioning and appliance 
repair. $15/hr. Inter-provincially 
licensed mechanic. 10 years 
experience. 656-2797. 4p28
Aircraft , , i. .....
, Recreation vehicles.. 
Snowmobiles . .; 7, 
Cars, ,
Trucks .T 7 , . • . T,
Machinery ... ..,.. 
.Farm Machinery: : 7 
For Rent ,,: :7.7 .. . 77, 
Wanted to Rent ,. . 7 
Real cs!ate7For Saie7 
.Mobile Honies: : : 7 7 
7 Legals : 7::; :'o:.;, ; .7
BOOGIE MAN Mobile Disco. 
Excellent sound and light show - 
dance music for any occasion. 10 
yrs. experience as D.J. at 
Legions, weddings, socials and 
military bases across Canada. 4 
hrs., $150. Phone Eric Sherwood 
(Jr.)656-2797. 4p28
WE ARE LOOKING for a retired 
couple to stay rent free in our 
home for 6 months. Handyman or 
gardener preferred. Non- 
smokers, non-drinkers. Serious 
references required. Saanichton 
area. Write to Box “W", c/o The 
Review, Box 2070, Sidney, B.C. 
V8L3S5. 4p29
QUALIFIED WELDER with forge 
will do quality ironwork/welding. 
Reasonable rates, Ph. 656-1745. 
2nc/27
RECORDS/TAPES, Popular, 
Country, Latest Hits or Old 
Favorites. Lowest prices. Special 
Nashville imports. Send $ 1.00 for 
latest catalogue, receive future 
issues free. Supersound, Box 




How selling in Sidney, tiie new 
‘‘Line-A-Beds" for all makes Pll! 
trucks. Guaranteed 1 year,
A/so; •Restoration •(.C,B,C, 
Claims •Custom Painting 
•Fibergiassing
MOTHER OF 2 will 





VICTORIA WELLNESS CENTRE. 
Programs for relieving long term 
muscular pain, counselling 
seminars. Ron Kirkby PhD. 382- 
2311; 4p28
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSULTING 
COMPANY in Sidney needs part 
time accounting clerk, slash 
secretary. Experience with Micom 
2,000 an advantage. Phone Marie 
at656-0127./ : Tc26
PROFESSIONALS - are you too 
busy for cooking, cleaning, 
laundry, ' driving? In fact 
anything? Let me help. 652-9994. 
2 nc2 7,. .
COLLECTOR PLATES. Learn 
about this fascinating hobby and 
its- investment possibilities. Ask 
for our free newsletter. Queens- 
bury Collectables, 708 Queens- 










Fresh or silk flowers to suit your 
taste and budget. Book now, call 
Susan anytime 385-3889 or 658- 
783887 4p297
SENIORS [6b'OR MORE]. New to 
Sidney?. Don’t knbw anyohe? They 
: Silver Threads Centre ; offers 
777ciasses77 activities and :[a77warm7; 
welcome. Drop in- to 1003077 
Resthaven or call usat656-5537.
VANCOUVER'S FINEST 30-40 
TRAWLER FLEET. U-DRIVE, 
SKIPPERED & SMALLER BOATS. 
AVAILABLE. DELTA CHARTERS, 
8TH YEAR OF CHARTER SER­
VICE. 13500 CESSNA DRIVE, 
RICHMOND, B;C7:V7B1C7 ; (604) 7 
7 273-8357. Ipb26
SALES REPRESENTATIVE. We
require an aggressive, seif 
rhotivated sales representative to 
handle printing, stationery and 
furniture sales. Excellent working 
conditions and benefits. Contact 
manager, See-Moore Printing 7& 
Stationery, Box 460, Smithers, 
B.C: VO J 2N0.: Phone li 2-847 - 
Z22Q.:^ )y - ':vi:-'':;7'-.7 7 7 -''Tpb26'^'
URINE-ERASE Guarantees 
removal dog, cat, human urine 
stains, odours from, carpets 
regardless of stain age. Free 
brochure. ReidelT Chemicals 
Limited. Box 7500, London, 







On the muffler, 
tailpipe, exhaust 
pipe and
CUSTOM PIPE BENDING 
DUAL CONVERSIONS
9429 Oanora 
' ; . 7 65S-292t 7 
77777 g5S“04347'
ADVERTISING SALESPERSON 
/required 7 by growing; group of 
Saskatchewan 7 Weeklies. If you 
have newspaper sales experience 7 
; and layout knpwledge, you may be; : 
7the7 person: we are : looking' fof;7 
Wage; 7plus//commission and 7
FIXTURES. Western 
largest display, 
and retail. Free, 
available. 7 Norburn 
Lighting Centre Inc.,;4600 East: 
Hastings St., Burnaby, B.C, V5C: 





FIREWOOD CUT TO order; 
Cedar posts and rails. Select tree 
failing. 656-4213. 4387-tf
___________________________________ possible: advancement, :Appiy7 in ; 7
DONOVAN: LOG :HOMES since writing only to Stewart Crump, : .SANDAK 
7 1967 7-7; For Free' Brochu re; a nd:: y; Box:/ li 50 7; Kinders ley .7; Saskat- .camping
ORGANIC STRAWBERRIES (no „ , ,
harmful sprays); Excellent CHILDREN’S TOYS ’ & books,
freezing/ preserving. / (No : sugar: 7 rflsc. iTterns, Fencler amplifier,
needed ) 7 Free: range 7eggs. i:dual turhtabie, stereo, etc. 10:00 
Rabbits (pets or - meat); a.m. Sat., July -2. 7009 Bickstan 





eCertified Body Shop ©Radiator 





: boating. ; Good 7 2 FAMILY SALE/misc,, furniture,; fishinel/ sterebSTruck vtbbl lboxT
7 LOW RANGE VOICES wanted: by7 
• Sidney Prospective Chapter of 
Sweet Adelines. If you like bar­
bershop style singing, feel 
; 7 \^^^ our friendly group
most Mondays; 7:45 p.m. at the 
liLegion iHall oh; Mlills Road,; info :;: 











resume to:' Federated ^^1^ Sidney. 12 ft. single pane watgaBsaaBsaBasi
1300. patio doors, $295 6 ft thermo- ;
MONEY PROBLEMS? A; second 
7 income from; your own part-time
//Cooperatives Ltd.. Box
/ Revelstoke.B.C.V0E2S0. Ipb26 door. $325.; 5 mm mirrors^:.^
-------------------------------------------------------- ffactory seconds), $3,50 sq.;ft. ,.
3mih'glass, '$i.00 per sq. ft. 656- 
; 6656 . Visa/Master Charge; / 231 :'
WANTED ,
CENTRAL SAANICH SENIOR ; , : .
CITIZENS programmed meetings,7lst; and 3rd l^urs. each rhbhth;; ;; ,.5^6
drop-ins every Tuesday, 2-4 p.rn,, - 'OWNER-OPERATOR, : ncppKiriARr f
Lions Hall 6994 East Saanich : part-time; Employ yourself or hire ; DEPtNUAtiLt. , , ■ jLions Hall, 6994 hast saa icn ^ you can earn $80,000 providing reasonably; priced
7; 54'’7;BED;;and headboard /in ex- 
" icelleht cbhditioh, 3;yrsVold, $275,;/' 




:.CASH7:PAID.7 Military:-badges . 
itrietals 7 ";7souvehirs7;:Canadian77:
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 7 7English, Germah7 Cblih7Mclhtc>sh;77
ADULT 3 WHEEL BtCYCLE/good 7 479-2362 after 5 p.m, please, 
condition, reasonable price. 1: 2 2 7 7 - 2 7
tfn garden & lawn care. 652-0303.
■;7 p3 0'.v'/7/, ;.■;:■:/7.7/''■
LOST: 1 year old small Golden
Retriever, Answers : to “Goldie';', __________________
Missing since Sat., June 25;;on VANCOUVER ISLAND. Qualicum 
7West Saanich Rd7 close to the 7-46 room hotel on 2; acres fron- 
Ocean Sciences Inst. Ph. 656- ting oh golf; course overlooking
4162 ’ : /lc26 the ocean. Full banquet facilities.
per year and more. No inventory 
7:t6 stock. Protected 7 territory.7 ________________
$18,200 investment. We finance - medical - OFFICE / ASSISTANT 
those we select. Phone 112-294- seeking employment full or part 
7 6894 or write to: Bird’s Eye Farm, time. Willing to work as holiday 
Market Inc,, 4547 East Hastings, 7 relief .Contact Angela 656-3535. 
:-Burhaby,'B.C. 7,7.'/ , 7''; 3p26 3 nc2 67- ;";■/;' ;.■ •- • ■'
folding
6549,
single cot. Phone:656- 
3c26
WANTED: Wine making equip­
ment. 656-7162. 77 : 3p26i;
split cords, fresh cut bELDING PAUL LTD. ANTIQUES ; 
bushwdod, alder $65, fir $75y ^fyjy£Q_, ^^ / relating:/
arbutus $115.y Delivery $10. Sales 7 Cabinets, Advertising, ;;; 
Sidney area: tolT free 112-8(^-/ spool Silk7 (Belding7 Paul only).: i 















SALTSPRING ISLAND HERITAGE 
DAY TOUR of historical buildings 
on Saltspring Island Sat., July 2, 
from 10 a.m, ■ 5 p.m. $5.00. For; 
further info, ph, 112'537-9422.
' lc2 6''•;;'/7 '■ "ri .ri7: /
PERSONALS
THE PENINSULA COMMUNITY 
ASSOCIATION. 9788 2nd St , is 
the information l and Volunteer
WOMEN’S SEXUAL ASSAULT 
CENTRE Crisis Line, 383-323Zv: 
We offTJr information, supportand 
raforrals; 24 hours a day, 7 days a 
week.;7': "'-"i-'tfn:;
pub, lounge, dining room. . 
$1,750,000,00, Call Dave Nenzel. 
Nanaimo Realty collect at; 752- 
6926 or write to P.O. Box 1360, 
Qualicum Beach, B.C, y0R 2T0,
\ pb267'7 7;':-;,
HARD WORKER for house 
painting and small Irepairs, ; 
Reasonable: 7 rates: Free
estimates. Call Andie, 652-0536,
;:9p3 2'":7/ /'■ri7''::7 7 7 ;''7/:;;7/-:ri;";:'
FIREWOOD for sale, $35 >4 cord; / 
$70 for cord split.: Phone Bob at 
11276 5 3-4 4 39;after57p,m,; 4c28
Box 240,7Rockville, Conn. 06084 7 
Phone (203)871-8812. - 7 1 pb26
WANTED TO PURCHASE B.C.
DAYCARE in my home 0-5 years. 
25 years exijerience. Near Green 
GladeSchool;656-9998; 4c28
ONE ; 9-DRAWER dresser, mat-/:; Motor iCarriehAuthority. Lumber 
chi ng night : table, matching/ intrra bh Extra ; Provincial/ Reply 
mirror frame; one high chair, new to: eox;'Z503, c/o North Shore 
condition::Phone 652-9435, 652- ; n^vvs, 202-1139 Lbhsdaie; North 
0729. : /lpb26
COUNSELLING for families and
individuals of all ages - serving 
the . Peninsula. Community
YOUNG MATURE WOMAN with
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ supervising capabilities seeking
GROCERY & DELI IN SUNNY employment, enjoys others, 
: OSOYOOS, Excellent_ family7 ;i'esume in various areas in work 
business. Land, building and field; Considering nev/ work in­
stock with three bedroom living terest. Write Box "T" c/o The 
/ quarters, In best 7loamion. Price /Review', Box 2070 Sidneyi D.C.
7 $170,000 plus/slock. Bill 11'2-: /3 na 2 7
CRACK OF NOON LOGGING CO.,
; f ir ewbod / su pp 1 ie rs,serving 
; Sidney, Brentyvood and Saanich 
PeninsLiItt frorh Saltsprihg Island,
F u 11 CO rds s p 1 i t' a nd ; d el iye red .7 
Alder, $80;'Maple, $90; kindling 
wood available. Phone 385-2371, 
ClilfBrown, 77 7 7 - / / 14p38:
;(OW
(Liquid Dry)
" Expert Carpet & Upholstery Cleaning The Unique Way ’’ 
rnen f-stimatcs - noNono <t iNSurjco
£56-3730 477-4911
; ; Service for the peninsula, If you p , ity; • 495-6423. . , ipuzo mR/ vniiR gardening and
i need assistance or If you wish to Counselling Service, 9815 SHOP. E^ablish^ /’bus,, landscapjng heeds phono Gooff,
ri: volunteer a/fo.w hours a week to; stv, Sidney. 656-l_2^7. _ _tf equip, slock Low rent on Reasonabteiotes 65?-044(!
f ; help others in- your comnumity, yijLcoHOUCSTANOm^OUSr^ 10 p3 4
• please call 656-0134 for further geparolegrblips moot every weolUri; -homo and / appliarKies, - All for
*'';:inforrnation.ri'-;';;;/;';:/. H.':/'bn::ihe7: Saanich;7,,Penin^ula;ri;Fofri7':::;$98',000;;7Northorn;;/,Vancouver- ' ’ - ——
'TABLE; TENNIS (Ping Pong) at 7 hc;|por ifvfo: cair383-04 lS ;;18p40 Island- T12'956-4906 alter 6i00./:i
:Gff snCEYh't^oot;;a weret" new;!•■/t/pbZ 6;Brentwood Elomentary - Schcjo!,;
7Mdnday5 7:30-9;30 pim/ All ages; f^ond by mail,: Penpal club lor/ riDp/CLEANING/UU 
//welcome, Further info, 652-4580;, / adulis/ For froe lnlbrmatioru seridri i BUSINESSES ' FOR:; SALE-z lN///
' :i--652-1531. /v:/^:-^^: /^^^^^ stamp to; Exchange; Box IS??; //SOUTHERN INTERIOR,/Suitabior '
;7 tHE?E.NINSUl!AlmSARMAMENT Qualicuim,:B,C,VOFt2TO;-/IpbZC Excellent
:7;/group meets regularly:, To join US; ; sa/iNG'fiMEj^lEW^Swmior^
. lor pouplosi/ siriglos, BCic^ OllokStreet. Kamloops, B.C.,
'■7dahcoS':/ For;- sample;; copy-'send'::- '-'T P b 2 6//;/:^-:;/;://i::3:Jri:,ru_/f;'/;
45,00 - C,Y. Club, P.O: Box2410./
help us, or just fbr infbrmatioh/ 
0011656-4842 afters p;m/^/ ; ri^^^^
lO-unIt Motel,, on:/
New Westminster, d.tii VJi. oho,:/,, lui, Ocean fronti':.well:
, Anonymous xan /help you!: No i-ft.435-7202,/Adults only, Very round clientele, good ;
dues: nb weigh-ins, Meetings are / discreet/ / 7 / ; ' *' /lpb26/ /Gross ' ;1982;/
7 I /is OVEREATING creating , 7 l . , RETIRING 
: ',;;/problems;:in yourllfeT Oyoroaters t i : B,0,7 3| 5B6. , , l-lighyvay -lOl
wngH;.
Mondays,: 8 p.m, at 9788 - 2nd 
'7St.,7Sldney,656-2331;___:ri/ 110-:/
s0rVivors"”1)f'‘ sexuaT
ASSAULT Orop-in' group meets , 
every Wednesday, 7-9 p.m, at 
1045 Linden Avo. 383*5545,10-5 
p,m, Monday to Friday for more ,














ONE-HOUR PHOTO FINISHING, 
Revolutionary PHOTOKIS System 
provides unusually/high profits. 





:; KKjiNWR ,: 
/Man; fi (lo;/T(lfl n;m;
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• * •' .■■■*'•' ,
' ■ ■ ' /■ m Miid .Sl'fldiiV"'''
'ref;w«r»;liitdi»
dr||t||ijd|J/■■/.::;
gtJaranleod,7 Disfribuforahip also ;buslno8S your;7own store 
; available. :386-e958; extension / Contact!' MINI-FOTO, Suite 3(^1,
297,eVO«l;,59'2-6554.7 :iv .';/4c267 
RENOVATIONS. ADOTfrONS" 
now construction,;' al) types- of 
. cafpentry,;,; Excellent - work, at.
reasonable rates. Ph, 662-0774 
;attor6 p';m."ri: "-7 /;''4p267/
Fi R‘r’fx'WN"6i)wrERr.'‘'nid
yours checked l.!«telv7?"Drop by 
Marsat : Supply Lid,// 10114
555 *: 6th Street,;! Now West- 
minster. B,C. V3L 4H1. Phono
-•(604)5;nj612,...7;7/..ri." :ri-lpb26:.
»'-’ood- ' Outlet,'-' Lease premise,
7 buslhos)i or equipment, Adjacent 
4,400 pupils 'school. Kxcollont 




7 up yourphonp: The 
7Classifieds save 
money! One quick 
call places artad. Jv 




. DRAPES, ANTIQUE SATINS,
chocolatO;, .brown, lined .and 
7; unlined wbvons;,: qthers7: PIbaso ,7 





REGISTERED PUREBRED CHOW 
CHOW puppies. Pets $350.00, 
Show/Breeding 4500.00, ■/ ; 
$600 00; Also, six month black ' 
iTuale and rod female each 
$350.00; Flyinhi Kennels, Betty:/ 77 
ri//""'-'ri:;;ipb26777'''112-344-5102.
; PUPPIES/six/weoks old, FREE to 
good homes. 656 2985. 2c27
: / pOfINTH OF fiuntvSIlir A DOUOLAS
'C&ramlc;;Tilo¥&rAccmsdrl^^^ 
Estimates & Installations 
■' 38,3'^ai3i11
CHESTERFIELD, back folds down 
to/mako bod, Greon/Gold color,; 
Hbrculori:/fabric.: Excellent . coh* : 
/dition,' Olfors. to '$75,riPh;;''652f;: 
;()583, 2p27;,/l
77TECO/SHALLOW WELL water HORSE BOARDIHG with
pump7'Completo/4 'yrR;;old;''l!ko: / dro'Bsago'rlnB:and;warmup'rinBi;,/ ;
ri7 now.;$200: Ph; 656*1359, ip267;'/Txperiehcod.care for yourjiofse,;/:-
'kuMTAir^^^^ ;
;;chrome bike, 3 monthS:,old, Also3;;'.
: spd, bik0, good’shapo,420:656* ;/
’'';;'0498, "'V ■'7;''7’';7''"'";'/2c27
77'’ PADDLE FANr7^h0'orlginaLtan„7/
; store,, Wholesald and Retaili Free
catalogues
ii'Klo^specPzInjB .m,r.
’ ^CT MATi-c: Rorripim rooms. Ilopairs,
Renovate & Addiiions, Custom-made
CnII 656-A915 vvmdow Gluillers.
:zLmjmMMMM
Mcdonald Park Rdi, Sidhey or call 7 
if serv
.7F.S,J,,B.C."' : ipbze
:: 6!)6*9411 tor prompt ice.;
'/' 4 0?;?:
; ProcoEJ/ing courses. CalTor write 
' to;;..Ournaby ; Careers,7;l 14-7155
■^KinKSway^^/Burnaby: •,B.C, ..,V5E .
ddMtilt^AfKrN Ffuit. Vefietapro, 
Confedlonorv Store.; Gas purtips, 
three bedroom i modular houiav 
7twb-ear garage, 260'-frontage on 
Highway; 11/ Vendor: (in,incing
/;2V1, Phono <C04')5!
■?lpb:2'7;:
availflbifi.' ,$'i39,OP07 ' Box , 339, 
B.C. V0X',lt70:,P,hone "IIZ'-:
Ocean Pacitlc:; Fan 
Gallory inc; 4600 Eosl Hastinga
nflRi? naTt-- RASPBERRIES, Plump, juicy 
Wlllamctt berries. Picked or-you 




- 7 6459 Welch Rd, , Centra] Saanich, '
.. .. .... ..................... ri 2,c2 7;-/'■' ■,:';7•;7;;
, ........ . . . PRODUCTS: means
.7:quality; and personal service. Try 7 
'Us and wje, Over 30b products 
ri;to choose from, We deliver. 656* >
ooT4.7::7;y..,/:'','ri/;7;:ri',::;:;:;/5p26";7





NORM rmiSIM : ; CMWIURBUIlBtB 74iBNi!y,;i,c,;"«M.irM:
'T77
SMALL CHESt DEEP FRF.E2E
7/;$ 160 7;Copier: 7:7cbmpl0to‘-1235.; 
/Roys, to speed $557 Single bed '
' $75 , Humidifier $45/ Phone 652*'' 
1861, -.A..;-' ■:-./-;'-4c26,-:
53W7'SATELLITE SYSTEMS LTD 
I mperia 1, 0urnsby. R ,€, V5 JI Et) 
Complete satellite PackflgM from 
$1995 .OOi'Financing available, no 
yto'wn" payment-. O.iAiC;,. J59, 7pef 
month. Dealer inquiries welcome. 
Oporr?7 dayi7:o wbek for. 'your '
LARGE SELECTION OF SHRUBS 
■ Irom 41,00: and ;:up;;:/Hangln«// 
baskets! 4 arid $5. Patio tubs $5,' ' 
46 and48. Flowor arrarlgefrtonfB■: 
llom45 and.up, Flowors (or all 
occasions. Ph; 652*9602/ 'ApZO :
CLEARANCE. METAL HWLIDE 
LIUMIS, 1000 Watt* Super * 
$200; 400 Wattri4199; 300,Watt7/ 
WONDERLIGHTS .:$79. We^tern7;; 
Water ' Farms' 6B2''6636: : 3'234'7
JONES BROS. CONSTRUCTION
• Aflordl»til« Cufttem Homnv
finisWng, additlomi ilnd 




PflrtllP 112 •itsn-'' t'Sey'mfiur Sf't'Pet'Vancauver,; R G:'
';;23tb:,7'3pb 2 7 7'
CONSTRUCTION
.HOWES;;
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of PROFESSIONS, GOODS and SERVICES ...
REAL ESTATE 
FOR SALE
NO. 1 BLACK TOP SOIL, J2.25
bag. 1890 McTavish Road 2121- 
27
MUSHROOM MANURE, weed 
free. Excellent soil conditioner 
and mulch. Available in bulk or 
bags. U-haul $14/yard. Delivery 
extra. Quantity discounts. 652- 
2543. 14p39
FOR SALE — Woods Model 412 
CL Planer and Double Profile 
Attachment. Available with 
switching gear, electric motor and 
blower assembly heads, capable 
of manufacturing t & g, channel 
shiplap, dimensional and 1" 




WORKING GIRL requires light 
housekeeping room in Brentwood 
Bay. Phone 652-1273. 2c26
WANTED: 1 or 2 room suite. 
Prefer unfurnished. Vicinity N.E. 
Sidney for quiet working single. 
Phone656-5834. 2p27
BLACK TOP SOIL. $11 per yard, 
delivered. 5 yard minimum. 656- 
3159. 4wc29
IF YOU ENJOY YEAR-ROUND 
GARDENING in an aluminum and 
glass greenhouse, write for free 
brochure to: B.C. Greenhouse 
Builders, 7425 Hedley Avenue, 
Burnaby, B.C. V5E 2R1. Ipb26
VOLVO 200 LEG 1.61-1 ratio up 
to 200 h.p. c/w mounting collar, 





3 Room groups. Bachelor 





SIDNEY. New 2 bedroom duplex. 
Fireplace, dining room. No pets, 




1481 Beacon Ave. 
Sidney, B.C. 
656-3951
LANDING CRAFT for hire. 31’ 
aluminum t\«in engine, 4000 lb. 
load, based in Sidney, will haul 
bldg. materials, supplies, 
equipment, scuba divers, towing, 
etc. $40 per hr. Ph. toll free 112- 
800-663-3708 pager621. 4p27
MODERN, PRIVATE OFFICES for 
rent in Keating area. $125 per 
office per month. Plenty of room 
for industrial park. Ph. 652-0515 
or652-9872. ^ 3c26
SPORT FISHING GEAR - down- 
riggers, fuel etc. Also Intellevision 
and 10 cartridges. Phone 658- 
1102. 12g36
FOR RENT OR LEASE: Only 60 ft. 
from Beacon Ave., commercial 
retail space, suitable for store or 
office on ground floor. 1,500 sq. 
ft. or 2,500 sq. ft. Located 9783 
3rd St. in Sidney. Ph. Martin Erlic, 
595-3251. 4p28
8 FOOT HARDA fiberglass dinghy, 
used very little. Asking $350. 
OBO. 652-3815. Ic26
15’ FIBREGLASS OVER WOOD 
cabin boat. 9 h.p. inboard motor, 
new paint, "excellent condition. 
$1200 OBO. 652-2661 or 652- 
r0532.';'":":>T::'T;v-v:'/ ic26
SIDNEY DUPLEX, immaculate, 3 
bdrm., fireplace, 1 Va baths, 
dining room, bsmt., fenced yard. 
Close to schools. $650 per mo. No 
petsL Ref ere n ces .656-4066,656- 
4003 : : T 23t
WANTED— 2 life jackets, aduIt.
7 VarlO h.p.' long shaft motor. 721-
:588y:i'::—.'Vr:VT,.'.L\:f:;';;/:lc26:
SIDNEY CONDO, new 1 bdrm. 
suite, fridge, stove, dishwasher, 
drapes. No pets. - References: 
$450 per mo. Ph; 656-4066, 656-
4003'lV’'T:'':V''V—■Vl;',:'; L'23t.
ARCHITECT BUILT 
; HOUSEBOAT. : 35x12;- airtight 
v fireplace; freezer, full bathroom, 
; ; threeV appliances.r Deck space, 
year-round xozy home. Move by 
land or sea. Phone 112-284-6126. 
;Tpb26
SIDNEY, near water. Attractive 
English tudor cottage duplex. 3 
bdrms;, f enced ya rd, huge 
garage-workshop. No steps. $ 585 
or without garage; $500. Phone 
:656-9571;? v'mM 3c27
18 FT. WOODEN BOAT, trailer, 
60 h.p; Evinrude, all in working 
. shape; Perfect for fishing. Asking 
;jv::$856;n'el.652:d243. 2p27
DUPLEX 3 f bdrm; half: bsmt. 
Fenced . yard.; tMelyille;;, Drive:;
" Ava i la bl e Ju ly 30; No pets; Phone
;'656'-305lL':;';::i:-::v;L:M;::.:vv'::;Ti2c26:.;
TWO : BEDROOM apartrnent,; 
grdund jyevel,L jvvith ; sea ;yievy;
available July 1; Phone 656-3151; 
3:02 7 •
5 1981' MOBYLfeTTE MOPED, like 
I new with helmet. $550. OBO; Phi’; ; 
-652-5558. 2p26
ROOM 1[0; RENT;:;;lnquire} 9601 
;;6th;& Ocean; St: Carport enjrahce 
lipleaseacross from park; ' ’ ip26
A d V e rt is in g i n t he 
' Cjassifieds gives you 
real s e 11 m g c I o u t! ; O u r 
; re ad e r s ; a re;: y o u r 
: pdtential bdyers dor all 
;:those unwanted:; iterns; 





Greenbrier Apartment Hotel 
offers full suite for two to five 
persons, children free. City 
: Centre;;' Forty SDollars ; double;; 
1399 Robson Street. 112-683d 
;4558. Ipb26
'69 ECpNOLINE CAMPER; ex ; 
celent interior, engine and brakes 
need work, $400 obo. Phone 652- 
21^7: U
1978 8’ CAMPER. 3-way fridge. 
Offers. View at 1760 Landsend 
Rd., R.RL3, Sidney; ' 2c27
RCMP OFFICER with 3 children,
: no —jets requires..3 bdrm, 
Basement homeby July 15 to rent 
for one year. Phone 656-1191 ask 
for Ed, or leave message. 2p26
CLASSIC 1958 FORD Retractable 
Hardtop. Ex-California car. 
Excellent condition, $9,200 or 
best offer. Phone: Fred Barter 
(604) 932^3208 eves.,(604) 932- 
r5541days,'::;;''Ipb26'"
PRE-OWNED SPECIALS -- 1973 
Toyota Landcruiaer 4x4,; tested,: 
ready to go, $2,995; 1974 Buick 
Regal 4 DRi Completely loaded 
including sunroof,: only 63,000 
miles. $1,895; 1971 Mazda pick­
up,: 4-speed. Rebuilt engine, 
handy to have around, $ 1,295; 
1974 Mustang? li:V6.P.S/ 
Hatchback, :automatic,v. tested, 
Mint and only ;:59.000 . miles. 
$2i595; 1972 Mazda : Pickup: 
Tested. $995. T974 GMC Jimmy 
4x4special $ 1,995See those 
hdvv ; at:;Select Auto/Sid^n^^ 
Boatlarid Ltd., 2360 Beacon Ave,, 















SIDNEY: 2 bedroom, lull 
basement, 3 b.r. down, 
Fireplace. 2 appliances, 





Featuring 1.09 acres with 
100 feet of ocean (ronfage; 
superlative views; cottage 
and easy beach access. This 






Member - Victoria M.L.S 
656-1154
BEAT A RETREAT; To this 
warm and unique family 
home set on a lovely seclud­
ed area in Deep Cove. This 
property is priced for a quick 
sale. For an appointment to 
view call:. , ,
ANNE NORBURY 
656-0131 656-2376
LOTS ... LOTS ... LOTS!
1.03 Acre Building lot on 
Turnberry Place near Ard­
more Golf Course. Cleared 
and Level, well already dug. 
Follow the sign off Bradley 
Dyne and make your offer on 
$68,500.
EIWOOD E. THOMPSON CONTRACTOR LTD.
Concrete Waterproofing
Concrete Driveways , Qfiarry Tiles Sidewalks
Fish Ponds Home Renovations





2489 Beacon Ave. 
Sidney, B.C.
REDUCED $3,000.
.93 Acre Building lot on 
Falkirk (corner Jura Road). 
Fully treed. Reduced front 
$58,000 to $55,000 - needs 




FOR RENT: Available August 
1. ; .1983, '/2 , duplex , on 
McDonald Park. ; Road) ■ 3 
bedrooms, 1 '/2 baths, base­
ment, .fenced .back yard. 
$550.00: per month. :v 
NANCY LAViOLETTE 
656-0131 656-3676 ev;
FOR RENT; Available July 1,
' 1983,:::3: bedroom; duplex,
, 1V2: baths,: baserhent, and" 
:,;1 enced:: back::::;yard ; on 
!:McDonald :Park: Road.);:Rent; 
' $550.00 per'month 
NANCY LAViOLETTE 
656-0131 656-3676ev;-
FIVE ACRE LAKESHORE AND 
SUB LAKESHORE LOTS. View at 
Punchaw Lake just 40 miles south 
Prince George on the Blackwater 
Road; Further details contact C. 
Clarkson at the Blackwater River 
bridge or write Box 4553, 
Quesnel.B.C. V2J3J8. Ipb26
FINE FAMILY HOME!
10194 Third Street, at 
Roberts Bay - just a stones 
throw from the beach. Three 
Bedroom, full basement 
family home - large sundeck. 
fenced back yard, large 
storage shed. Ideal ac­
comodation for the growing 
family; Make your offer on 
$87,500.
John Tate 656-6466 
Realty World Sidney 
656-3928
Classic



















“No Job Too Small’’ 656-5604
10251 FORSYTHIA PL. 3 bdrms., 
family ,room, cul-de-sac, fenced 
yard, baking ;onto quiet park. 
Price reduced to $ 82,900; Open 
house Fri., Sat., & Sun. 1-4 p.m. 
656-0031.
: IMM ACU LATE A year old, 3 bd rmi 
I'/z baths, 2 fireplaces, double 
driveway, workshop, deck, 
finished tiasement, garden and) 
■fruit trees; Drastically reduced to 
$79’,900. 656-4555 or656-2395.
WANTED TO BUY: Saanich 
Peninsula — serious purchasers 
seeking executive type home. 4-5 
bdrms; (3 & deh?).'Large lot or 
small acreage; View or waterfront 
preferred; Pfease; ca II Ray 
Boilrquin,652-4650; : Island 
Pacific Realty Ltd; 592-5551; 
:ip26
HORSE LOVERS “- sunny; south 
isjope ranchjarid Tanchettes with 
view. .90 acres with large old
house. 5-10 acre ranchettesl; 
Trees, hay on all. 112-593-
BEST BUY IN LANDSEND
If you need room for your 
family at a budget price, this 
2100 sq. ft. 4 bdrm home is 
made to order, on a one acre 
lot featuring fish pond, 
garden- ' shed . . and: 
greenhouse, concrete and 
cedar patio with: :room; for:- a; 
: pool.: ,The) home has)a huge 
' kitchen, den,)'21/2 . baths, 
Tam; room with airtight stove 
and :much ; more: Only. 
$139,000 MLS 70642. ) ::
Loyd Burdon 656-7027
Thorne - Lennon Electric (1976) Ltd.
9813 THIRD ST., SIDNEY, B.C; V8L 3A6




Rolofilling, plowing, post hole digging, mowing, yard clean up 
and hauling. Power saw work ) /^^^ 
v^')))-^ );7)^ 'T 6-2305
VIEW LOTS for safe Quadra Island 
Gowland Harbour. Waterfront 
access, bare land strata title; Sea- 
:i:scape; Mdrine) Chalets/; Box)92) 
Carripbell River): B.C. V9W 4Z9;




/Almost: 5V2: ac[es) of prime ; 
/North:; ::Saanich:)'agricullural:) 
land ideally suited for 
horses; ' Close To Sandown. 
Cleared and level -r- ready to 
build. Perc lest done and 
v;ell already drilled. ML 
72711. $150,000.
Loyd Burdon 656-7027
DELUXE 250 SEAT 
; RESTAURANT and )Cabaret; 
Excellent income now; Vendor 
: financing:: Retiring., Two good 
family restaurants in South 
:)Oka ha ga n area: 0 rcha rds; 
Ranches, Retirement Homes and 
Condos. Century 21 Desert Land 
/ Co;; Oliver,/ B.C. Phone 112-498- 
')4955.:/)':::'::;;lpb26
)OVER 200 FEETusable)\yater- 
front :ori:2;85: acre /treed) Van-): 
: coilVer I sla nd lot; Exci usive North ) 
Cowichan ; location): city /water/ 
only $ 150,000: Roger Matheson 
112:524/4948 or'/112-939/1866/: 
Res. Ipb26
REPOSSESSION OKANAGAN - 
40 Acres. Back payments of 
$3,380.00. Full price $ 16,900 .00, 
Assume monthly payments of 
$ 194,00. View, hydro, good ac­
cess/ excellent soil. Phone (509) 
486-2875 or (509)486-4777. 1-
; b26/
/POSITIVE CASH FLOW/ y
This investment property 
i'stioyvs a net jneome after ex// 
:.:pe n se s) before 'debt se ry i ce of ;)
about $13,000 per year. It's 
/ an) it/)unit/rodrriing house; 
. vrfth a resident 
' m a n a g e r / c a r e t a k e r:: who 
keeps:it full. Just make your. 
;:inyestrnent:)ahd/sit/back) & 
collect/your ) returns. Priced) 
at only)$119,000; Call me to 
look at o'lir/computerized in­
vestment 'analysis): MLS 
70949.
Loyd Burdon 656-7027 / )
WmONES 656-2405
/'.): '':&:S0NS::: :
1^ Backhoe -k Excavating k TruckmM.
OOUD SEPTIC
FIELDS
Trucking. Excavating and Backhoe Work. ' T/:));/)/ ■
) ,.7 : ouu uuwiicy nuau ^ •
R.R.1, Sidney, B.C. >^31.59-
GORDON PEDERSEN 
EXCAVATION SERVICES
Case 450 Crawler, loader, 4 in 1
Escavalinq and backfill
backhoe
• Lot and subdivision servicing 




Peter Smith - 656-4788 
John Tate - 656-6466 
Loyd Burdon — 656-7027 





) •backhoe service ; )) 
m:):: : :«plowing, cultivating i :
v"&:rotovating)"'':';:)-/'"'
r :)/ : •blade-work'
■)': :'":,;):-::*posiholes:'"'."::)
:) :)))) ‘brush culling
656™167i/ ;
Fill out and send with payment to: REALTY WORLD 
Sidney Realty 656-3928








BACKHOE SF.WER STORM DRAINS 
LOADING WATERLINES
in nm 'iiiiiiii ■■"luw.inn 'im:inw'iM»'iiMif^ Rw'.Hra nu nn v::
33/ACRES) in Fraser)Canyon, 
) 1400 ft, Highway J I frontage.
Three bfjdroom house, 4-plox, 
/ good revenue and / financing, 
:)$125.000,00 o,b,o: Pli6ne)ll2- 
859-7528 alter 5 pini; lpb26
SIDNEY ROTOVATING a 
TRACTOR SERVICE
Prompt: Coiirloous Service
plougtiing:;Lovolin[),:fT!n(;h Jn',t: Diqciinri JPunchiiuj,;
656.1748:t"'')":.,"^':':))^)).').:/:'^'
MB Mlia MM WM HIM nM WUH UUM'IWn IWW MM MM lOMM IMHI M'
1978 QMC Deluxe Pickup. 350 
-.;:'/;S-’^DIoselv'6ood‘ mileage/Jfade'' for') 
vanbrcar.652-2747. )) lp2G)
CLASSIFIED RATES:
Piepaid II,it rate ol $2 00 kir lirsi insorlion, $1 00 loi consecutive 
repci.il iiiRottions, 20 words nr less Over 20 words, t-tcenlsper 
wind per week (‘xlra lor Iho tirsi wcok 10 cenis per word per 
week oxtia Icir rrjpo.d iintorlionr.
Wiiln (111(3 word in each squ,ir(i, Box iniinhors count as one word, 
):))'')Thd 1irsi:piior)o itt)(nittor))i5)lreu):biit)con8oaitiv/o:phone  
cciuni as one word, Char no appoar's lo Iho light.
. :) Moctianical ly sound )65 2 -4 537;
. 2c27
i72:"fONcT’“CHEV.'- ETrcelloin'






Equipment: com p I of o) w i t li
Headarrlifl Rack, Rtder Bars, Si 00 
SciloSi Noyy paintj Radial Tires, 
Used one season, $ 10.500 o b.o 
: Phono U2-685'9C46. ipb26 
•Wfi. CASE' ColkOlft'8ICaKflol';; 
600 SoflOT E, 4 In 1 bucket ox- 
:Jenahcio, rebuilt motor and traits- 
rnlBiiiori, Asking 122,000.00 
O.B.O) (604) 632-5018. Vi^w at; 
i; 5 8 V Do I ly Va rd e n Ca I bbca r,:
-1 T'" '' '''














BEAUTIFUL SUNSHINE COAST 
ROBERTS CREEK) Spacious 
//doluxb 14' X 70! mc^llo/ExpandO:
: living room • 21 / x 27'Five ap­
pliances) wood tiroplaco, gas 
/ furnace,)! covered: deck., Price 
);$38(500.00b,bo. 112-885-3852; / 
;:/-'lpb2e,






GR ANTS 10134 McDonald Park Road
SMALI. MOTORS jM
'riijb'Tmtvnmotvers/;,
Chqinsa'ivf.,:Molorcycles,; etc,;, „ ..on




/automotive or:) marinq.rJapttnefie : 
:dles«li:for:ifueks or Ijoats-front. 
' 11,923,00." 'BIMPSON POWER 
PRODUCT'S LTD . 8065 Regent
/Strcet);Burh«by. B.Q: V5C 41










: Che t|UC:or 
) nionoy ptder.
Notice of Application /
,///tor Chanp,'of)Name).)::)-;■)
):);NOTlCE)ls::Ji()roby)alyori))ilini:aiT 
: - application 'will )t)e;)rnadp/:.lO::lt](t;:; 
J Ol Vila! Slaiislics lot a
/'change of)(tame,'ijiirsuarit jo'The,:;, 
provisiona ofjha f'Namii Acl,');by 
‘)))mo,-') Barbara Malvina Bailey bl'))) 
))“195B).McTavl6b::)Rpad in::$l(ln(!y,,))::: 
|)) )B.C,) ' ln))lhO' Previnco bl) Bntish/)) 
^.fioluniltia.'.airlollows:,”;--, 
j ;,:vjp change my name, (fom, Barbara;;
' :)^)Malvina Balley)(knbwn:as'porP!liy):r'
I );■ ‘ Bailey) 10 Dorothy MalViiia Waist'i '
SIDNEY GLASS
9,/ Auto,& Salety,Glass' )i|i!Hiranct} Claims,Pforn()ily):Handled 
.'Window 0las'S'’'-”''Miffbrsv-):-;-;'-')) ■'■,) 'll
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★ Fully Insured ★Residential/Commercial 




Odds and ends from Victoria, filling you in on 
matters trivial and important to vvith industry and 
labor, the left and the right, bureaucrats and 
politicians.
The B.C. Government Managers Association 
found itself in a bit of a gluepot the other day when 
an anonymous letter arrived at Premier Bennett’s 
desk, informing him that morale among managers 
has never been losver and outlining the reasons for 
those sorry state of affairs.
The premier had let it be known earlier that he 
didn’t sympathize with the managers’ plight. He said 
something about having mountains of applications 
from highly-qualified people wanting to become 
middle-management bureaucrats with all their 
hearts.
Almost immediately, the association issued a 
public statement, saying it did not send the 
anonymous letter, nor did it know who sent it.
The association added, however, that the view 
expressed in the letter aren’t all that far off the mark. 
Morale, it said, was low, indeed, and some con­
sideration should be accorded to its wishes.
The problem, it seems, is that managers have not 
received a pay increase since October, 1981. In 
addition to that, the government has imposed a 40-
i ^ ^ Sidney has A George Gumming expensive, and that North beaches in the municipality u ♦ ♦
abandoned “shellfish raised the question at the Saanich has no control over are open to the public up to T
i rstandards” for water - June 20 council meeting, what; gbes in the water in ; the high water markr ; - working 40 horns a week The>r tel a btt tnsulKd
i: quality on ;its beaches, pointing out water quality neighbouring areas, Jay Rangel told because most of th<^ work, and have done so for
' Mrai-tVi Ccionir'h mdv- rirt tVi<a testine involved in meetine Pnimril akn df>rided tn rdnnr-it that tnnnv iiifoni years, m excess ot 40 houl s a week anyway. In most
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Despite postponement of awards ceremonies due to the recent fire at Parkland secondary school, ex­
ams went as scheduled last week. Murray Sharratt Photo
^mmmm
HEATING (iSSi) LTD.
"Big or Small 
We Do Them All"
Service ResidsntiaS 
' Commercial;-;^-.North Saanich may do the testing involved in meeting Council also decided to council that many illegal ,. , , . .
fsamc, at least«onthh cast ;;'*shellfish”,as opposed to .post ■ signs marking : hap- -raM rases, manats vt^uldtavetorcducctar working,
side Of the peninsula. “swimming” standards is proved” beach accesses and put in Canoe Bay, some of hours to follow the 40-hour edict which emanated
public paths; ; b impeding legitimate frorn the premier s office. ; ^
with the access at Mdses boat
Point. decided to ask for a
.LEGALS I The action resulted from proposal* ^ hours during the week, epecially during times of
a letter complaining that private mooring space in increased activity, such as budget time,
signs on private property at Canoe Bay for North reason to feel slighted and the premier’s
Moses Point gave people. Saanich property owners. oft-hand remarks about all the qualified people
I using the beach access the A request from Canoe beating a path to the government’s door for em- 
® impression that they might Cove Marina for a 2.23 ployment notwithstanding, their wishes should at
be trespassing. hectare expansion of its least be given the courtesy of serious consideration. ®
Council will also ad- water lease was referred to * * * ^




Bert iVlorrey Plumbing & Heating
I Plmsilwr Repairs .i?:Licmsiea rmismer specializing in Hot Water; Heating;;
PROPOSAL CALL FOR 
TRANSIT SERVICES
vertise the fact that all the community,plan review. And from the drinking-and-driying-and-don’t-
' ' " you-cver-do-it corner, our leading monopolist in the
suds trade has earned highest praise from Consumer , 
® and Corporate Affairs Minister Jim Hewitt for its
< w-f.* t.‘. 'i-i] 't.* 4.: ■;
. tlrbutus Real% lisc.
ojim .Smith "Roger FrampJon
Listiiigs needed 
FREE EVALUATIONS , 
® 652-4488
- Pfbprd^alCaTeMvildd frqrri interested parties to;;; 
■ OfDerate; a transit systern'tlp the ;Sid^
KSaanich area tor approximately four (4) hours 
j per day for the provision ot public transporta­
tion under the provisions of the B.C. Transit 
Act.
The nature bf this service exempts the sue-; T 
cessful party from the ^ 
the Motor Carrier Actv
Further information and proposal 'dpcurnents; 
may be obtained frornf •
J-V;;;., ,;;Mr.; R.-.GT'Lingwobd';;-;'
Assistant General Manager 
;^',B.C.; Transit'
844 Courtney Street 
P.O. Bo^ 610 
■' - Victoria,vB.C.'- 
- ■'”V8Wf2P3
The lowest bid or any bid is not necessarily 
■acceptahiet'';'-;;-;';;'''''-';'''';vV; -;;
Submissions will be received at B.C; Transit 
offices at 844 Courtney Street; Victoria. B;C,, 
until 4:00 pm , Friday, July 22, I983i
You may have caught one of the commercials.
Heat pumps may be the Saanich Road were not They depict a bunch of youngsters and impress on
solution to some people’s under the watering viewers the message: “For their sake, don’t drink
heating problems, but to restrictions applied to Dean and drive.’’
the neighbours the pumps Park, since they are served Says Hewitt; “1 commend Labatt’.s for taking a --------
themselyes edn; be ? a ; from the same reservoir. in promoting the safe use of alcohol in its ad-
problem. The writer also asked vertising. 1 hope other brewers will follow this ex-
North Saanich council on why the reservoir was being ccllcnt example.’’
June 20 dealt with a u.sed for an expanding area So do 1. I’m a little tired of the lifestyle corn- -
complaint about the noise when it had been designed mercials which equate beer with the great butdobrs.^
from d heait 'pump, and a to serve only the first two For heaven’s sake, nine put of 10 bottles of beer are ; ;
suggestion from the in-; phases of the Dean Park ; cbnsurried in smoky and foul-smelling premises. No ; c
; anli^noise bylaw might
(I; / // Graham’s Roofing
’ 656-0626 Reshlngling
*EESJd Repairs lo Vents, '
Eaves & Chimney
DISCOUNTS FOR SENIOR ClTiZENS Flashing
apply. The matter is under 
ebnsideratibh by the bylavY 
review committee. >
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Milos. Walks, Malntoiir'ince
. rynonw'fiyo! : •Pruning,ft Spiiiyiiig, :
V' •Lawhn (Seed'or SodV ': •Fencing, Ocnifint Work :
a gram of 
$2^000; to fbe Peninsula 
; Community Association,
$1,500 of it earmarked for 
stag , and decided not to 
cdnlributq to the Canadian ; 
Paraplegic^ Association or - 
idhe : Yaneouver;? 1 slant!:
* Publicity Bureau.
• Decided to amend the *
, sign bylaw to allow private | .'ll'
signs on municipal rights of ^
way, if approved, at a 
v::;; charge f ofi^l 0per ■■sbiiarc;'-^^^^
. foot per year.
• Referred to the utilities
why icf.idcnts ea.st ol Hast
led
ARCHITECTURE LANDSCAPING LTD.
;; ■ : qualified wAnnANTECD kuwopean wonKMANSHie :; ;; ^ it -
;; Wo will supply TOPSOIL' SHRUBBERY ■ ; 6777
by Coniroci or by Iho Hour. Oldlleld Rd
Comploto LandacaplhQ Se'fYlco and ; v *
t Quality Stonowoiki 'jV.,





Arthritis Is CarxJda's 
riurnber one chromic 
. disease,'It-affects -
more than three :; 
million Canadians, 
30,000 of them 
ore children under 15 
' arid nearly a million
:;are.: between-30: ■ff--'
'■d'hd'46; Oef^fhe;; 
facts about arthritis! 
Contact the office; ■ 
of The; Arthritis 
!So'CietY-noarb'5t.:you.::
SAM For all your Roofing Needs. 
Shakes, Shingles, Tar 
& Gravel & Repairs
:;‘‘tHE”:;-RbbFER:;;
RSoirnIngs or Evenings 658-8130
- Implomohts 
16 hp to 33 hp 2 and 4 wheel drive
CENTRAL TRACTOR SALES LTD.
Victoria Parksville
477.7151 f; Isl. Hwy. Nanoose. B.C. 468-76711
GUARANTEED WORKMANSHIP: 
REASONABLE RATES'







QUALIFIED STAFF - FREE ESTIMATES
•Iviiplng tnil rtllliii) Dingtioui Tteci 
"‘•SUdcjiyti.liii.CHiting
;rPtiir|l|io ,*MiituteLTr«ei:T(uli; triiiiF;:jtiiit ’HldiM ?,
•pars & Trucks 
•Recreational Vehicles 
•Trade or Swap
•Beals & Marino 
•MolorcyClos
•Miscollancoiis Wanted
•Voiir >'(HJAflANTEf.D CLASSIFIED” sd iiins until your 
llelri lias • sold ot up to 3 months; which over comes 
litsl'
CERtIFIEbISPWAYERS‘Book NOW TO 
FULLY INSURED, REASONABLE RATES S56-0570
fi”'
ISB
; Thb otliii applies to all nnh-co^mtifcial ttmall wont 
Klassillot), arts (20; wniiis Maximum) in tho abovo
;';at6poii6i;oiiiy,.-;:.-v,
i'NO'lf-'COWIIW'ERCIAIL'
ONE ITEM PER AD 
ALL A0S MUST BE PRE-PAID
‘Of: 6561151
2367 Beacon ftve,, Sidney
jt/jit____- .t >^*',*£1*,',ll»^»IOI«Wii|JI^MCMWIi^ »gJLlMW>«»ieW»WM»WWWlSWWW|' ....... . „
Hem# and Commofcial 
; a)md®t all makes'
479-0823
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^oin us in celebrating Canada’s Birthday! On July 1 at 
i the Sidney Museum, 2538 Beacon Ave. Have a look at our 
past and take part in old-time activities. Butter churning at 
;10 a.m. and 2 p.m., wash tub laundering at 11 a.m. and 3 
p.m. Other activities throughout the day. See you then,
^ and bring your friends along! 1.26 NABOB
La Leche League of Sidney invites expectant and 
breastfeeding mothers to a meeting at 8 p.m. July 6 at 8712 
Emard Terrace, Sidney, The topic is the advantages of 
breastfeeding to mother and baby. Babies welcome. For 
more information call 652-5781. 2-27
All aboard the “Youth Island Express”. Join us this 
summer and bike to Salt Spring and Whitby Islands or hike 
in Garibaldi Park and do the West Coast Trail. These 
week-long trips are open to anyone aged 10 to 13 years and 
13 to 17 years. Registration is limited. For more in­
formation call Marion Price at 383-1101 . Boys’ and Girls’
Club of Greater Victoria. 2-27
An informationmeeting on cooperative housing will be 
' held July 27 in the auditorium of the Union Centre, 2750 
Quadra St. The meeting includes an introductory film and 
a discussion of housing co-operatives in the Victoria area.
For more information phone Victoria Innovative Housing
Society at 381-3455. 2-27
Develop your own people-helping skills andmake a 
meaingful contribution to your community at the same 
' Jirne.,
Volunter one afternoon or evening per week as 
someone’s community contact. Receive training and
guidance which will help you help another tohelp 
r him/herself. Phone 385-7121 for more information^ (A 
service of The Gr eater Victoria Citizen Advocacy Society) .
3-28
Panorama Leisure Centre has over 20 workouts to 
choose from this summer. We’ll helpget the body fit and 
firm with classes geared to a variety of exercise levels, the
PRICES EFFECTIVE WED. - THURS. - SAT. 
JUNE 29 - 30 - JULY 2 
CLOSED JULY 1st
QUANTITIES ARE LIMITED 
WHILE STOCKS LAST























Centre. We know it’ll feel , 
good all over! 2-27
* ♦ *
Christian Association is |
holding a Beach Night Fit Blitz June 30 from 7 p.m. to 9:15 
p.m. An admission fee will be charged. This is a two-hour 
workout emphasizing aerobic endurance to challenge j 
personal fitness level. For further information call Victoria 
YM-YWCA, 880 Courtenay St., 386-7511. 2-26
“A Time to Plant and a Time to Harvest”. When 
putting in your vegetable garden an extra row planted for j 
the Salvation Army Men’s Social Services, 525 Johnson
The Boys’ and Girls’ Club is offering summer programs
ICEDTEAlIXss., ........
RICEBOWL
lOIC CRAIN RICE ......
F0URSTA8







BRU^ BITS AND RAISINS 575g
REGULAR AND SUGAR FREE
Or3i1§0 BrilSll 750 mL...plusdeposit<































ftPPLE IIIIGE CONCENTRATE 341 mL... ... 
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PE CONCENTRATE 341mL ..
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Th. Sidn., erm.p of .he 7 p.m. - 9.30 p.m. Mon- 
Save The Children Fund days, Tuesdays, Thursdays 
holds regular meetings at 2 and 7 -11 p.m. Saturdays, 
p.m., St. Andrew’s Church Floor hockey at Sidney 
Hall, 4th Street, Sidney, on elementary school gym 
the second Sand fourth takes place 7 - 9 p.m.
Wednesday in each month. Wednesday. Special ac-, 
areNew members or. visitors tivitics • and events 
warmly welcomed, planned on a monthly ba.sis.
Discovery Toustmistress All activities are free and no 
Club meets thc second and registration is required, 
fourth Thursdays at 8 p.m. Parent and teen enquiries 
in Shady Creek United welcdme. Formore in-
>, 3 Saanicht 1 R office at 656-0134 or drop
by and pick up a program at 
Seniors ■— are you new to 9788 • 2hd Street.
Sidney? Don’t know All aiics welcome to tabic 
anyone? The Silver Threads lenn s at Brentwood 
Ccn.rc.« 10030. Rcsthavv-n elcmonmry school, 7.30 - 
oflcrs classes, activities and 9:30 p,in. Mondny.s. Mote 
a warm welcome. Drop In information 6524580 dr I
or call 656-5537. , 6524531.
Sidney Stroke Club will The Fcnlnsuln SliiRcrs 
be meeting the second and began their new season Jam : 
fourth Wednesday each; q I and new membe 
month, 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. in i„viicd to attend. If you like | 
Margaret Vaughan Birch to sJ«8^ want Id learn, and^: 
Hall. All “.strokers'’ have a bass; alto, tenor or 
welcome. For more in- soprano voice come and 
formation call co-ordinator join the singers at the Royal 
j RuthSnow at656-2101; Canadian Legion Hall on 
Alleiillon ladles; all voice Mills Road at 7:15 Tuesday 
ranges - we want you to .sing evenings. For more in- 
! II barbrnhop-stylc. It’s a fun formation call 65^*0268. 
lime! Most Monday nights Is overeating creating 
7:4.5 p.m, at the Legion problems In your^^ h 
Hall; Mills Rd. For more Overeaters Anonymous can 
information call 6.52-3030 help. No dues, no weighing, 
or 656-1906. Meetings arc at 8 p.m,,
Speak French ftnd want, Mondays, 9788 • 2nd Street, 
to keep conversational Sidney. Call 652-993L 
skills'? Toasimastcr.s Hn Sidney h Activity 
Francais meets Thursday sponsored; by • CMWA and 
' evoning.s 7;.t0 to 9:30 p.m, the community, tncels
For more information call Mondays 10 a.m.;
' 598-3729 or 598-1.316. in Margaret Vaughan Birch
illdaiy Tun Auhity Hall, ILmdluafl.s, game'., 
Group (STAG) located at films, recreation, light 
2304 Oiikvllle St., behind lunch and nn opportunity to 
, Sanscha Hall g^oul1ds,vjs^::■:';Tnetil;/^^,olhcrs*;^:^For;;:,^:nmt:e;:
; open to Saanich Pcnm,sula; irilormai)on call 652-1483
yonih aged 13-18 years, after 6 p.m. or 658-5414 
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